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ADMINISTRATION

An administration spokesman suggests the public
ought to be freed of the TV network's monopoly on
the news. Okay, we'll give up television if the administration will give up ITT.—Anniston (Ala.) Star.

Deaths reported are G.W. Edmonds, age 40, of
Murray Route Two, who died this morning at
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., and J.R.
(Rip) Cooper, age 81, who died yesterday at his
home at Stella.
Miss Diane Elkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.C.
graduated with a 4.0 st,anding at Murray
State College. She.has been awarded a research
fellowship by the National Institute of Health at
Baylor University College of Medicine, Houston,
Texas.
Army PFC Taz L. Mason, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Olice Mason of Kirksey Route One is serving in
Germany.
Miss Faye Hopkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Cloyce Hopkins, was married to Ronald Shelton, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Shelton, on June 1 at the
Northside Baptist Church.
Births reported are a boy to Dr. and Mrs. William
Thomas Parker of Clanton, Ark., on June 5, and a
daughter, Melissa Anne, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Brinkley II of Hazel on May 22.

F.D. Crass, age 76, popular furniture man in West
Kentucky and West Tennessee since the turn of the
century, died June 4 at the Murray Hospital.
Jean Ezell of Murray Training School, Frances
Lee Farmer, Patsy Rowland, and Donna Fay
Knight, all of Murray High School, will attend Girls
State at the University of Kentucky, Lexington. The
event is sponsored by the American Legion.
Fourteen states will be represented in the fourth
annual North-South MI-Star High School senior
basketball game at Murray State College June 14.
"A Girl In Every Port" starring Groucho Marx,
Marie Wilson, and William Bendix is showing at the
Varsity Theatre.

by Carl Hiblet Jr.
After Viet Nam, inflation, managed news, the
primaries and Spiro Agnew, what is the next cross
we will have to bear? Well, there will in fact be not
!fie, but two crosses hauled up the Hill of Discontent,
and both will all too soon appear in convention at
Miami Beach --- one Republican, and the other
Democratic.
"To prophesy is extremely difficult--especially with respect to the future."
—Chinese Proverb

LEXINGTON, Ky.—The
Louisville Steer and Carcass
Show has announced some
major changes in its format for
1973, with greater emphasis on
performance.
The 1973 show will be held on
February 26, 27 and 23 at the
Bourbon Stockyards. It has
previously been held. at the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center.
There will be one division for
adult and youth exhibitors at
the 1973 show, according to
Nelson Gay, Extension beef
specialist at the University of
Kentucky
of
College
Agriculture. A new feature of
the show will be a separate
performance division. There
will be performance competition for single animals and
sire groups three or more
animals from the same sire).
Performance may be certified
by any Beef Improvement
Federation-recognized association. - -• Gay said all first and second
place winners would be
sold at suction on the evening of
Febi-uary 27 and all cattle in the
NhaWfortaill he-sisegMered-the
next morrnnit. The carcasses
will be displayed on the morning of March 2.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—If you
read this column last week, you
may remember we told you
about the young man who
preferred to serve his country in
the armed forces rather than
enjoy a deferment as a divinity
student or an exemption as a
"duly ordained minister." This
week, we would like to tell you
about the draft registrant who
insisted that he be retained in
an exempted status rather than
be assigned to a lower administrative classification.
This situation will again
prove there are exceptions to all
rules in the application of the
military draft, even with the
phasing down of hostilities in
Vietnam.
Wiley was born March 4, 1947,
and registered for the draft in
March, 1965, shortly after
graduating from high school.
His first job after graduation
was as an apprentice in an
offset printing shop. The firm
had an approved program, and
under draft regulations in force
at that time. Wiley was
classified 2-A Apprentice.
While continuing to learn the
trade of an ,offset printer, he
became a "regular minister of
religion." That term means one
who, as his
customary

Freedom of press is two-way street
The American news media, justifiably sensitive to the many historic
attempts to silence them, are bristling at accusations of Republican
officials that reporting is becoming
biased.
The most recent criticism has
come from Sen. Robert Dole, who also is chairman of the Republican
National Committee. In a recent
speech at San Francisco, the senator
declared that the news media are
"sabotaging" policies of the United
States of America by presenting distorted and incomplete pictures of the
war in Vietnam and the public disruptions against it at home.
It was predictable that newspapers and television would react by
accusing the accusers of attempted
censorship and by seeking refuge in
the First Amendment to the Constitution, which establishes the right of
press freedom.
Two facts appear to stand out in
the controversy. One is that the issue
may not fade when the election is
over. It has been maturing bra long
time and the GOP appears purposeful. The second is that the monologues to date have been at the poles.
By and large the news media of
the United States are not trying deliberately to sabotage the national

interest. On the other hand, it also is
apparent that the American public is
not getting a comprehensive picture
of the Vietnam War; that any group
intent upon violence can capture
prime time and front page headlines, and that elements of the press
are taking inordinate pride in the
fact that some of its members published stolen, secret government
documents. We cannot be proud of
any of these acts.
By the same token, the Administration clearly has an obligation to
make all of the government records
that are not properly classified material available to the public. It also
has the duty to bring the war in Vietnam into full perspective because
only the President has all of the
facts. Neither of these responsibilities has been met fully.
The dividing line between the
press' rights and its responsibilities
never is entirely clear. It is plain,
however, if those rights are to be
preserved, the time has come for the
parties in the present confrontation
to approach the problem constructively, seeking neither to censor nor
to expose secrets, but to enhance the
First Amendment by protecting the
,government that guards it and the
press that also makes the government possible.

Seek ye the Lord while he may be found, call
upon him while he is near.—isaiah 55:6.
We can find Him is we search for Him with all our
hearts.

Also in conjunction with the
show there will be a Beef Cattle
Conference on February 28 with
an awards banquet the same
evening.
Gay said more details on the
new format of the show will be
released later. The show is
sponsored by the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture,
Bourbo'n Stockyards and
Louisville
packers
cooperation with the UK
Cooperation Extension Service.)

Quarterly TVA Rate
Review Completed
The TVA Board of Directors
has conducted its quarterly
review of the agency's power
program finances and has
determined that no rate adjustment will be necessary for
the July-September quarter.
The quarterly review of
ENJOYING THE AFTERMATH—Nancy Copien of Mayfield,
power revenues and costs, to
the newly crowned queen of the 37th annual Mountain laurel
indicate whether a change in
Festival, beams as she reads clippings of the event held at Pine
rates is necessary, is designed
Mountain State Resort Park near Pineville last week. The 29.
41/011
— ?.?-4 -44teatiiiidjanior home economics major represented Murray State
electric tales to the iii-west:
University- in the competition with 20 other entrfeirlihm
levers that . will sustain e- universities,
colleges and junior colleges in Kentucky. Slie-lit-the'''
financially sound operation.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert G.Coplen, Jr., of Mayfield.e

To the Editor:
Having heard McGovern and
Humphrey debate I feel constrained to say that Americans
are most fortunate to have two
such wonderful men running for
the presidency. Both are men of
the finest character and highest
intelligence whose example
should undermine the conscience of some of the leaders
that have been inflicted upon us
in recent years in a variety of
fields—busTness, government,
polities and even education and
religion.
All in all I prefer McGovern to
Humphrey. I also would like to
say,however,that the caliber of
the loyal oppostion has proved
to be very high, too. It is hard to
imagine that anyone could have
done better than diplomat
Nixon has! I think we
Americans should be exceedingly grateful for the new
leadership that seems to be
developing and responding to
the will of our people. May the
best man. McGovern, win!
Rolf King

Zoo seeks halt
to rising egg thefts

NEW YORK,N.Y.,—The first
quarter of 1972 produced the
strongest rate of homebuilding
ever recorded for a three-month
period, according to an expert
on the construction market.
The F.W. Dodge Division of
McGray-Hill Information
Systems Company announced
today that 485,080 new dwelling
units were started in the first
quarter of 1972, 36 per cent more
than the comparable year-ago
period. The film, a leading
source of information on construction
developments,
produces Dodge Reports and
Sweet's Catalogs.
On a seasonally-adjusted
basis, housing during the year's
first quarter showed a six per
cent gain over the previous
record set in the last quarter of
1971. According to George A.
Christie, vice president and
chief economist of Dodge,
-1972; opening three months,
on a seasonally-adjusted basis,
marked the eighth consecutive
quarterly gain in housing. Since
the first quarter of 1970, when
the current housing boom really
got going, the quarterly rate of
new housing units has increased
threefold."
Christie cautioned that "the
possibilities of stretching out
this record
another appear
slim, however. The housing
market will be needing
breathing room to digest this
massive volume of new
dwellings units, now in various
stages of construction, that will
be coming on-stream in the
months ahead."
Dodge identified the following
standard
metropolitan
statistical areas as among the
nation's top ten housing
producers during the opening
three months of the year: Los
Angeles-I,ong Beach, 12,542
units; New York, 11,805 units;
Chicago,
11,448
units;
Washington, D.C., 11,009 units;
San Diego, 10,076 units, Atlanta,
9,889 units; Phoenix, 9,799
units; Denver units; San
Francisco, 9,105 units, Detroit,
7,909 units.

Cancer and pollution
connection suspected
Swedish scientists see a connection between the sharp increase in certain kinds of cancer and growing environmental
pollution.

A spokesman for the London
There is the suspicion that
Zoo said recently that children
nitrates • and nitrites in drinkhave beeh stealing eggs from
ing water are one of the reasons
penguins, barnacle geese, catfor the growing number of canUe egrets, sacred ibis and galcer cases. The maximum conlinules at an alarming rate.
tent of nitrates officially acAccording to the annual recepted in drinking water is 30
-port of the Zoological Society.
-indbgrams
pr -liter- but as
- the thefts correspond with an much Is
970 has been found in
ihereasr-in attPfIllanee at both some wells.
Regant's Park and Whipsnade.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Kentuc
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Kentucky parks officials
vocation, preaches and teaches recently announced that Green
the principles of a church, Berets from the Army Special
religous sect, or organization, of Forces Warfare Headquarters
which he is a member without at Fort Bragg,have scheduled a
having been formally ordained spelunking exercise at Carter
a minister, and who is Caves State Resort Park near
recognized as a regular Olive Hill, June 13-26.
In what is believed to be a
minister.
As a regular minister of first in Special Forces history,
religion, Wiley was classified 4- some 30 veteran Green Berets—
D by his local board. That two A teams plus support
classification is an exemption. units—will study the cave enAs Wiley was the regular vironment, surveying and
minister of religion for a small mapping the cavern corridors.
statt
church, it was necessary for
Charles
Rippy,
him to supplement his income
naturalist and parks coorby serving as a journeyman
dinator for the exercise, exoffset printer. That did not
plained that the Special Forces
affect his draft status.
. project was prompted by exA man born on March 4, 1947
periences in tunnel complexes
has lottery number 275. An
in South Vietnam.
individual with this number
"This unusual training
under present regulations is exercise will be mutually
"home safe" 'since the highest
beneficial to the Special Forces
lottery number reached in 1970 and to the Parks Department,"
nation wide was 195, and in
Rippy said.
Kentucky, 170.
-They will map our caves,
When the military draft was and the use of our facilities will
extended in 1971, a new
offer valuable subterranean
classification,
1-H,
was insights for combat training."
established. For all practical
The exercise,labeled the FTX
purposes, this is an ad- Cabecca Fling IV, will begin the
ministrative
holding afternoon of June 13, when the
or
classification-In Consideration* 9th Special Forces troops drop
of classes, 1-H is lower than 4-D by parachute in a zone near
and the local board, acting Carter Caves.
within regulations, reclassified
The troops will billet at the
Wiley from 4-D to 1-H.
park's group camp facility
Upon
receipt
of
the where food and supplies will be
reclassification, Wiley availed trucked for a field mess
himself of the procedural right operation.
to appeal the change in
In addition to cave surveying
classification. He also took and mapping, the combat unit's
advantage of the change in training schedule includes
regulations which permits a studies in cave rescue, rapyoung man appealing
his pelting rope descent) and
classification to make a per- tension climbing, underground
sonal appearance before the environmental effects and
appeal board.
leadership problems.
Obviously the personal apA Special Forces Field Day
pearance was effective. The will be held at Carter Caves on
appeal board, by vote of 4 to 1, Sunday, June 25. The Green
restored the 4-D classification. Berets will demonstrate phases
The action of the appeal board of their operations such as
should be pleasing to Wiley helicopter rappelling,
since it was apparent that he parachute jumps into Smoky
wanted the record to show that Valley Lake and unarmed
he was continuing to fulfill the combat repertoire.
duties of a "regular minister of
religion."
TACTFUL SWTTCH
Technically, the appeal board
The U.S. Post Office branch
should have upheldthe local at Barry College in Florida reboard.
cently withdrew one of the govHowever, in view of the facts ernment's new stamp issues
that Wiley has a high lottery from sale on campus. It carried
number, and is nearing the age a family planning message,
of 26, and his file will be and the nuns at the Roman
destroyed when he attains that Catholic College objected.
ge the question is almost
An old forest, filled with agmoot. No further action is
ing trees, consumes as much
contemplated by our office.
oxygen as it creates.

"Don't tell m
about dyin'
and goin'to hell.

Dyin' is how we get out of it.'

A
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Tuesday, June 6
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will hold its regular meeting at
the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
Kentuc
Ky
officials
t Green
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The Annie Armstrong Group
of the First Baptist Church will
meet with Mrs. Paul Lyons, Jr.,
at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Ray
Moore in charge of the
program.
The Delta Departm:mt of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck supper at the
club house at 6:30 p.m. with
Mesdames Graves Hendon,
Edgar Howe, Jack Kennedy,
Charles Mercer, Wilbert
Outland, and George Ed
Overby, as hostesses.
Wednesday, June 7
The George Hart Invitational
Golf Tournament will be held at
the Murray Country Club with
Mrs. C.C. Lowry and Mrs.
James Sullivan as co-chairmen.
Thursday, June 8
Junior Golf will begin at the
Murray Country Club at nine
a.m. with Mrs. Margaret
Shuffett as chairman.
The Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet at the Dexter
Community Center at 9:30 a.m.
Eye of the beholder
NEW YORK (UPI) —
bride
makes a
What
beautiful? In a survey, the
Bridal and Briedeamaids
Apparel Association 'put the
question to psychiatrists and
psychologists. One psychiatrist
answered: "The groom. I
guess"

I* DANCE *

RAINBOW
INNTenn.

Paris,
Featuring...
Wed. Night
The Volunteers
Friday Night
Glenn Littleton's Combo
Sat. Night
Sue and The Delta Dirt

Mrs. Jerry Dunn, Mrs. Judy
Paschall, and Miss Vicky
Morris complimented Mrs.
Larry R. Orr, the former
Deborah Jo Mathis, with a
lovely bridal tea held recently
at the home of Mrs. Fonza Orr.
Some persons may try to put
ARIES
The bride's chosen colors of
over dubious schemes. The green and white
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
were carried
A good spot for your Virgoan is usually above such out
effectively
in
the
aggressive forces, your alert- tactics, but be careful not to fall decorations.
A miniature bride
ness and inventiveness. Do use into a trap now. Some dandy
and a spring arrangement of
advantages!
them for sound purposes.
flowers adorned the gift tables.
LIBRA
TAURUS
Paschall
Miss Sandra
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
registered the guests and Miss
Augment your efforts and Sherry Carter showed
An auspicious outlook for
the many
those who are keen of eye and those of others with whatever is lovely gifts.
available
in sound devices,
willing of hand, for good efforts
For the occassion the bride
ably channeled. Romance methods and production step- was
lovely in a pink two piece
up. New opportunities infavored.
dress wearing a gift corsage of
Prepare!
dicated.
GEMINI
pink carnations.
SCORPIO
(May 22 to June 21) ns
?
Illt
In the receiving line with the
Ine
Ai)
Nov.
24
to
(Oct.
You may have a disagreeable
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
You won't be able to ac- Jo
situation to deal with, or some
Mathis, and her mother-incomplex situation. But your complish all you desire, so don't law, Mrs. Fonza
Orr.
optimism and know-how will try to crowd yourself or others.
The guests were served
competent,
"on
—
target"
Stay
turn things to advantage — if
punch, cake, nuts, and mints
but not pressured.
you remain up to standard.
from a beautifully arranged
CANCER
SAGITTARIUS
table covered with a green lace
(June 22 to July 23)
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
cloth caught at the corners by
Better-than-average inShun breakneck speed, but white wedding bells. A beautiful
fluences. Look at your record neither delay nor be tardy in arrangement of spring flowers
thoroughly. Where can you action. Both extremes, and in green
and white flanked by
inject a new, refreshing note, others MUST be curbed.
green candles in crystal holders
better strategy? NOW is the CAPRICORN
completed the centerpiece.
time!
1Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) la6/2ff
Punch was served in an antique
Put past doubts, disapLEO
punch bowl which had belonged
pointments
behind
you;
they
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
to Larry R. Orr's grandmother.
only
put
limits
on
future
Surge forward confidently,
Fifty-two persons called
but not with abruptness. Speak progress. You could now add during the afternoon hours.
with surety, but with tact. the "twist" that boosts projects
Presume and assume only after to success.
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Analyses, conjectures,
decisions must be given plenty
of time in order to prevent
errors. Be alert. Artistic purThe United Methodist Women
suits highly favored.
PISCES
of the Palestine Church held its
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) KC( May.meeting at ten o'clock in
Announcement has been
Your innately good style, the morning at the church.
made of the marriage of Mrs. demeanor and cooperative
"Living Through Change and
Mary Bailey and Raymond attitude can win laurels. In- Beyond Fear" was the theme of
McCuiston
difference or reluctance, the program with the purpose
Rev. Thomas Perkins of- however, will surely disenchant being , to discuss change and
ficiated at the ceremony read others and hurt your cause. fear of it, to help understand
your best!
at his home on Saturday, June 3, So
that God works through change
at five o'clock in the afternoon.
YOU BORN TODAY are to effective purpose, and- to.
The couple was attended by endowed with unusual in- encourage persons to live faithMr. and Mrs. Robert Steele, dividuality, originality and fully in the midst of today's
who honored the newly married adaptability. Your governing changes.
couple with a dinner at the planet, Mercury, indicates
Mrs. Myrtie McDaniel read
Colonial House Smorgasbord on alertness and versatility, but the hymn, Oh God Our Help In
you are often dissatisfied with Ages Past", followed by the
Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond your own accomplishments. A
cripture from Isaiah 40:2741
MeCuiston are residing at Pine perfectionist at heart, you often and praye. ;...y Mrs. Carrie
feel disheartened because you Puckett. Mrs. Helen Brooks
Bluff Shores.
,feel you "could have done called the roll with
each one
better." Never lose confidence
answering with the number of
in yourself. Foster your talent
chapters read.
for sensing the needs of others
Discussions were held by
and knowing how to cope with
Mrs. Eta Burkeen on •'Mother's
unwieldly situations. You
Thoughts", Mrs. Carrie Puckett
usually work best when you're
on •'These Times", and "God's
"on your own" but are more
Way" by Mrs. Myrtle Mcthan cooperative when need be.
Your thirst for knowledge is all- Daniel., The sixteenth chapter
of Mark was read and
consuming. Nourish it, since the
greater your education, the discussed. The offering was
higher your accomplishments. taken by Jill Childress. Mrs.
You could excel as a journalist, Maudie Hopkins received a
birthday gift from her sunshine
architect, painter, musician,
scientist or lawyer. Birthdate
friend.
of: Paul Gauguin, French
The meeting was closed with
painter.
prayer by Mrs. Betty Bullock. A
potluck luncheon was served at
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1972 -- including • detailed day
noon.
by day IgnIcast. complete guide lo
love and marriage. and • corn
Present were Mesdames
prenensiye character analys's
fs
now available For your Personal
..Kyrtie,A, McDaniel, Myrtie
forecast. send St 00 plus 25 cents in
Wititims, Mae, Goodwin,
com tor postage and handhng to trig
newspaper care of Horoscope Book
Maudie
Hopkins,
Avis
Department. Box 121, DV criers.*
Stahon. New York, N Y 10011 Prmt
Childress, Lorene Burkeen
your NAME ADDRESS with ZIP. and
DATE 01 BIRTH
Carrie Puckett, Betty Bullock,
Abbie Bullock, Jill Childress,
Helen Brooks, Ehi Burkeen,
Reba Parrish, Winnie Burkeen,
and Freda Lovett. Two members absent were Mrs. Hazel
Jeffrey and Mrs. Eula Grace
Parrish.
The next meeting will be held
Mr and Mrs James E.
Hendrix of West Paducah an- Tuesday, June 13, at ten a.m.
Visitors are welcome.
nounce the marriage of their
daughter. Billie Diane, to Gary
Zylstra Wilson of Murray
The double-ring ceremony
was soluninized Friday, May 26,
Mrs. Ruby Harrell has
in the home of the bride's
grandmother, Mrs. Arthur returned home after a visit with
Grief,1020 N. 12th St., Paducah. her daughter, Mrs. Bill Whitnell
The officiating minister was and Mr. Wbitnel/ of Sam
Richard Fortner of the Rayburn, Texas, and her
Clements Street Church of granddaughter, Mrs. James
Dickerson and Mr. Dickerson of
Christ.
Lake
Jackson, Texas. She also
Mr. Wilgoti is the only son of
'Mr, and Mrs. J.T. Wilson Jr.; of visited many other points of
Campbellsville. He is a interest including the Nassa
graduate of Campbellsville Center, Asterdome, Galveston,
High School and has both a BS and Beaumont.
and an MA degree from Murray
William T. Eaker of National
State University. He was
employed as a teacher in the Hotel, Murray, attended the,
Calloway County school system wedding of his nephew, Mike
Ward,to Hetti Reim at Marble
during the past term.
Miss Hendrix is a graduate of Hill, Mo., on Sunday.
Heath High School and holds a
Mr. and Mrs. W.T. Workman
BS and an- MA degree from
Murray State University. She of Los Angeles, California, left
has accepted a teaching Monday after spending several
position in the Union County days with his sister, Mrs. A.A.
School system for the 1972-73 Doherty and Mr. Doherty, and
other relatives and friends. His
school year.
The only attendants at the son, William Henry Workman,
-Wedding were Mr. and Mrs. - rife ..and two _children, Jamie
Larry G. Alexander of Paducah and Lisa, of Altus, Oklahoma,
ancimembers'of the immediate came by plane for a visit here.
They landed at Kyle Field,
*familt—e.
Mr. • and • Mrs. Wilson are Murray. Young Henry is
• i
LAWItus Air Force
WillIffkoWslarliewteiN74.4weeterAidaa“

cr,t4

Taught-by./

Claire Kahine

EMBROIDERER'S GUILD
June 17, 1972
Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Swannstadt Home
701 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
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Palestine United
Methodist Women
Have Luncheon

Mrs. Mary Bailey
Married Saturday
To Mr. McCuiston

Member of
Ends
THUR.

VD,

0
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FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 7, 1972
Look in the section in which careful, thorough study o
your birthday comes and find situations.
what your outlook is, according
VIRGO
to the stars.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)

Creative
Stitcheryv
Class
t tell me
ut dyin'
'to hell!
it of it,"

Mrs. Larry R. Orr
Honored At Bridal
Tea Held Recently

Your Individual Horoscope /141
Frances Drake

TUESDAY—JUNE 6 1972

Reservation Required by June 12

Jack Clark

924-5641 - Canton, Ky.

Class Fee & Lunch - $5.00
Limited Number Accepted

Miss Hendrix And
Gary Z. Wilson
Married May 26

044,mdA

Hairdressers offer
some tips on tipping
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I never thought the day would come
when something in your column would provoke me enough
to write to you, but "PERTURBED," who claims that in
some small towns hairdressers make as much as 8100 a
day, so why tip, certainly got my back up.
I have been a hairdresser in Massachusetts and Florida
for 12 years and I have yet to find such a place I've
worked in some of the best shops and I was lucky to make
ends meet. After working 51,4 days, my gross pay was 650
for the week. So you see where I would be without tips from
my customers.
We hairdressers pay a lot for our schooling, and today
we make less than a girl who has just graduated from high
school and takes a secretarial job.
J. P., PLYMOUTH, MASS.
DEAR ABBY: You can tell your hairdresser, Cloyd,
that he can move to Duncan, Okla. There are seven beauticians in the shop I go to and they all make at least $90 a
day, and $100 on Fridays and Saturdays. And this town has
a population of only 25,000.
REGULAR PATRON

Budget
Minded

SHIFT

DEAR PATRON: I gave Cloyd your message, and he
says the hairdresser who takes in that kind of money MUST
have a very lucrative sideline.
DEAR ABBY: Tell "PERTURBED," who doesn't think
beauticians need tips, to come off it. There are some jobs
that wouldn't be worth a plug nickel without the tips. Waiting on tables is one, and hairdressing is another.
BEEN BOTH

Petal shaped half collar mists a

DEAR ABBY: I have been a hairdresser for 18 years,
and only once did I came close to making $100 in one day.
And that included my tips!
"PERTURBED" is DISturbed.
ROSE

dainty hand cut lace applique.
The scalloped hem and sleevelets

DEAR ABBY: I would like to-'know what that beauty
operator who told "PERTURBED" she made $100 a day
was smoking. She must have meant $100 a WEEK!
NOT HACKING IT IN HACKENSACK

edged with Nylon lace.

DEAR ABBY: After reading the letter from "PERTURBED" who says beauty operators don't need "tips"
because they make so much money, I had to write:
I wish "PERTURBED" could be a hairdresser for just
eight hours. She'd find out what it's like to keep on schedule
with clients calling and begging to be worked in on a Friday afternoon. Also, trying to be pleasant to a different
person every 20 minutes when your feet are killing you and
you are half dead.
No beauty operator I ever knew could cut the mustard
without tips. I don't care where she works.
„
BOILING OVER IN BALTIMORE
DEAR ABBY: I am a beauty operator who wants to tell
you how I feel about tipping.
In our profession, tips are appropriate, but a tip should
not be expected. I get tips, which I appreciate, but if I
couldn't make it without tips, I'd find something else to do
for a living. After all, a tip is something extra given because the customer feels generous, and it's never a sure
thing.
Please print this in defense of the hairdressers who
want their patrons to lmow that we appreciate their patronage whether they feel like tipping or not. There are three
operators where I work apd they all agree with me.
- -HAPPY IN NATCHEZ, MISS.

Colors:
Yellow
Aqua

'6"

The Happy Yellow Store
Court Square

Murray, Ky.

-.-irk:424724:E=
--

:400"

by barbara weber
fashion and beauty director
holiday magic, inc.

flgt

Makeup—Be Bold With It!
l'he color-drenched bold
face of '72 emerges . . . and
it's sensational! Bold lips,
bright eyes, a whole new look
so pretty, you don't even
mind that it's a little more
"made up" than what you are
used to. It's the way the new
you should look:
But many of us still find
ourselves clinging to yesterday's "natural makeup" look
We've become so used to
wearing less makeup that
we're now simply too timid
in applying ,
the new
smashing
make-up colors.
But why
doesn't
everything come
off' looking
fantastically like something out of
your favorite fashion magazine? Because you aren't doing enough! Start with your
basetone but be generous.
Cover youli entire face. blending beneath your neck. If
.Your skin is too pale Or sallow, you might try using two
or even three different shades
to highlight or shade.
Next, add your blusher or
gel rouge And don't skimp!
Give your cheeks a real honest-to-goodnerut blush. Try a
dab on your. forehead, your
chin—even your neck or your
arms. Next, the eyes. A good
rule I use to create the hold
face for myself is to apply two
coats lavishly but carefully.
Two coat* of highlighter over
and underneath the eye, two
coats of shadow, two coats of
swasev,,n0
The final totit.E:
Make it bright, shiny. Apply.
Blot, Apply again. Now take
a look. Your face has come
alive: You look bright. fresh.
and beautifully made-up!

COMPLETES THE
WEDDING PICTURE

Getting Married
This Summer?
You'll want to remember your Wedding
next Summer . . . and the next!

•F I

Let Us Help You Remember The Occasion

Hill Photo
1205 Melrose
753-6740
Call for An Appointment
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Notes From The Pro Golf Trail
By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
PHILADELPHIA
AP) —
Note from the pro golf towns-.
ment trail:
Lee Trevino, one of the busiest players on the tour, will
skip three events in the near
future and will take off for two
months at the end of the season.
He's already announced he will
miss the American Golf
Classic in Akron, Ohio, the
week after the British Open
"because the Firestone Country
Club course is just too long for
me. I can't play it."
He:11 also miss the Cleveland
Op**betWeen thehU.S. and Canadian Opens whefre he's the
defending champion, and the
$250,000 Westchester Classic the
second richest event on the tour
this season.
"I'm not going there because
they won't let me take my caddy," Trevino said. "If it was
something like the Western,
where they have a scholarship
program for the caddies, or
something like that, well, fine
and dandy. But when they just
to use their own caddies, I
lon't go."
Billy Casper had planned to
play in the IVB-Philadelphia
Classic this weekend, but is
skipping it to attend the graduation of his daughter, Linda,
from high school in Southern
California:
Chip shots: Gene Sarazen,
whose career spars four golfing
Finest formula available
without a prescription for

eras. has been named to the selection committee for the
American Golf Hall of Fame in
Foxburg, Pa ... Richie Karl, a
tour sophomore whose only
claim to fame is a pair of
Alaska state amateur titles won
while he was in the Army, naturally enough has been dubbed
"Klondike Karl."
Texas Dave Eichelberger
recently won a thoroughbred
filly as the first prize in a program event in Lousville. "I'm
looking for a jockey," said the
newest owner of a one-horse
racing stable.

Other Streams
Not Affected
By Pollutant
BROWNSVII.LE, Ky.i AP) —
A game warden has said other
streams should not be affected
by substances which killed the
fish population along a 20-mile
area of Big Reedy Creek, because Green River. into which
the creek runs, will provide
ample dilution.
Wayne Riley of Warren County, was one of four game wardens who investigated the fish
kill that occurred after the
banks of the creek were
sprayed to control vegetation.
Riley said the banks were
treated Saturday with 115 gallons of a chemical to curb bush
growth. He said the Big Reedy
Creek Watershed District hired
an Owensboro firm to do the
work by air.
"It was a complete kill," Riley said, after the investigation.
He was unable to 'estimate the
number of fish involved.
Samples of the water have
been sent to Kentucky's Water
Pollution Control Commission,
but Riley has said he is confident the kill was caused by
the chemical.
The creek starts in lower Edmonson County, runs into Butler County and empties into the
Green River.

PHT Winners
Announced
The winners of the Official
Major League Pitch, Hit and
Throw Contest were released
yesterday by the Phillips
Petroleum Company. The local
contest, sponsored by the
Phillips Petroleum Company
and the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees, was held
Sunday afternoon at the City
Park for boys ages 9-12.
Andy Bartholomy was the
winner in the nine year old
group. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Bartholomy of 1610
Loch Lomond Drive. The 10
year old winner was Craig Alan
Rogers,son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Rogers of Route I, Farmington.
Carig Bryan Redden, son of
Mrs. Ralph Redden of Airport
Road, was the winner in the 11
year old group. The 12 year old
winner was Darrell Beane, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Beane of
Route 3, Benton.
Runnersup were Kim Kendall
in the nine year old division,
Nicky Swift in the 10 year old
group, Terry Gibson in the 11
year old group and Bryan Scott
in the 12 year old group.
The boys will go to Mt. Vernon, Illinois for their next
competition, later in the month.

Foreman Denies
Merger Reports

RICHMOND, Va.( AP)—Earl
Foreman,owner of the Virginia
Squires of the American BasFIGHTING
ketball Association, said Monday reports that the ABA will
be absorbed by the National
Basketball Association were the
"babbling of idiots."
6-Way Capsule to S top
A story in the Greensboro,
coughing - Decongest head
N.C., Daily News, citing an unarea-Relieve pain-Restore
identified source, said Monday
free breathing-Build resistance -Control allergy sympthe ABA would cease to exist
toms. Ready to go to work
after NBA meetings June 15-16.
NOW to bring RELIEF.
The same report said the VirTRY — SINA-SPANS
ginia franchise was "heavily in
svallabie at
debt to the ABA and may not
be accepted" into the NBA.
WALLIS Is DRUGS
Foreman said this was a -misNO-HITTER
Chicago Cubs' pitcher Don understanding" by the people
Cardwell hurled a no-hitter who are saying it."
Plume 91.3-1M
The Daily News story said
against the St. Louis Cardinals
MURRAY
KENTUCKY
Carolina Cougars owner Tedd
an May 15, 1960.
Munchak, on behalf of the
ABA, has been meeting secretly with NBA commissioner
Walter Kennedy. The report
21LOMI.J.,EN _ •
said
they have reached agree!
1itlit..a!U-MbetC
ment to allow six or seven ABA
clubs to enter the NBA.
Squires administrative vice
president John Kerr said "we
have no knowledge of any new
Published at
1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Ky.
plans for absorption by the
Editor, Mona Piudoin
NBA.
'WI(Foreman) talked to
We enjoyed having the GOLDEN AGE CLUB as our
Kennedy and Munchak and
guest for pot-luck luncheon. The food, songs, and
both of them said they didn't
fellowship will long be remembered.
know anything about it," Kerr
The regular Bingo players are keeping the cards hot.
said.
Prizes won this week by: Ira Colley, Marvin Bouland,
Jess Elkins and Lillian McNabb. We hove Mrs. Molly
Ross and Sue Weatherford'to thank for our Bingo games
Terms Agreed
and prizes, what would we ever do without them??
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. DON RILEY, and MILDRED
MONTREAL (AP) — Doug
JONES, we wish you many, many more.
Favell, 27, a goalie with the
Philadelphia Flyers since the
Senior Citizens in Personal Care Homes have an average
team's inception in 1967, has
age of 77. A few short years ago one-third of residents in all
agreed to terms for three more
homes were 85 years or older .That's proof that our residents
are getting younger every day. At FERN TERRACE LODGE
years with the National Hockey
our residents average age is 39 (at heart)
club, it was learned
League
they
advantages
because
far
have
Our residents stay Krung
Monday night. Favell joined the
in excess of minimum State and Federal requirements. A
newcomer to our LODGE finds•
Flyers from the Boston Bruins
in the original NHL expansion
-Halls and rooms clean and neat.
draft.

COUGHS and
COLDS

FERN
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GAZETTE TERRACE

-Home free of odors-except aroma of baking pies.
_comfortable lounges used by residents and families
-Homelike atmosphere.
-Beds neat with clean linens.
-Nursing service available at all times.
-Safety reoures visable and convenient
-Kitchen immaculate and busy.
-Residents dining and communicating with each other
-Calls for assistance quickly answered by staff
-Neat and cheerful staff members.
-We could 90 on, and on, and on.
-Pay us a visit and see all the rest.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Another league in the Murray Baseball Association started
last night at the City Park. Two games played in the Pony
League found the Astros edging the Dodgers 2-1 and the Phils
clipping the Indians 114.
The Astros picked up two runs when Suiter singled and
Thurmond tripled and scored on a wild pitch. Meanwhile,
Thurmond mowed down the Dodgers on four hits and struck
out 11 batters in the process. Terry Beane fanned six and was
charged with the loss for the Dodgers.
Donnie Williams, Lindy Suiter, Tony Thurmond, Lance
Hooks and Donnie Winchester all picked up a hit each for the
winning Astros. Bennie Pittman led the Dodgers with two
base knocks while Don McCuiston and Jeff Dyers each had a
safety.
The Phas took advantage of 18 walks and took an 11-8
decision from the Indians. David Frank coasted through the
first four innings for the Indians and held a 6-0 lead. The Phas
came up with four runs in the sixth and seven in the seventh
to win the game and picked up only two hits in the process.
Nesbitt picked up the victory for the PhiLs while Hudspeth,
in relief of Frank, was charged with the loss. Mickey McCuiston and Jimmy Barrett picked up the hit total for the
Phils by rapping a safety apiece. Hudspeth had two hits for
the losers while Frank, Mike Wells, David Lyons and Mark
Vinson had one hit apiece.
LITTLE LEAGUE
Two undefeated teams met in the Little League with the
Astros coming out on top of the Yanks 14-13. The win boosts
the Astros, who are 3-0, into a first place tie with the Reds.
Mickey McKeel banged out three hits, one a homer, and
Bill Wilson added three hits to pace the hitting attack for the
winners. Ronnie Gibson picked up the win on the mound and
helped his own cause by cracking two hits.
David Cathey carried the big stick for the Yanks and
picked up three hits in a losing effort. Kevin Shahan added
two hits while Gary Emerson, Mike Murphy, Larry Sinter
and Mark Spencer all added a base hit apiece. Sinter was
charged with the loss for the Yanks.
The Reds claimed their share of the league lead by
trouncing the winless Cards 17-2. Terry Gibson and Craig
Klein each had three hits for the winners while David Mathis
added two. Brad Taylor,Fred Kemp,Barry Tabers and Mike
Vaughn all had a hit each. Vaughn's hit was the only fourbagger of the game.
Winning pitcher Bryan Scott tamed the Cards with a five
hitter. Shey Sykes had two hits for the losers while Mike
Bradshaw, Andy Harrell and Randy Garland each had
singles.
PARK LEAGUE
A no-hitter highlighted the action in the Park League last
night as Mark Smith and Stacy Smith conbined efforts to
whip the Astros 17-0. Each team has now won a game and lost
two.
Randy Mayfield and Stacy Smith led the way for the
Braves as each banged out three hits. Mark Smith and
Darren Hooper each had two hits while Howie Crittenden,
Mike Boggess and Barry Lee all had a hit apiece. Fourteen of
the outs came on strikeouts as the Astros could not hit the
servings of the Smith boys.
The Cubs are perched atop the Division Two standings by
virtue of their 7-3 win over the Reds last night. Todd Bradshaw pitched and batted his team to the win. Bradshaw
allowed only four hits to the Reds while picking up three hits
for his team. Kim Kindall and Jimmy Elkins accounted for
the other hits for the Cubs as Kindall had two and Elkins
picked up one.
James Morgant led the losing Reds with two hits while
John Rickman and losing pitcher Eddie Rhodes each had a
hit.
Tonight's league games will find the Twins taking on the
Cards while the nightcap will be the Yanks and the Tigers.
The Yanks and the Tigers are both undefeated while the
Cards and the Twins have yet to win.

Athletes Face 2/
1
2-Mile
Run In Pentathlon Today

SAN ANTONIO, Tex.(AP) —
Athletes from six countries
faced the demanding 2/
1
2 mile
run today in the final event of
the world military modern pentathlon championship, with the
U.S. team well ahead of Italy
and West Germany.
The United States surged to a
comfortable lead Monday after:
No. 16
Charles Richards of Tacoma,
-MEMPHIS, Tenn. AP) — Wash., and John Fitzgerald of
The American Basketball Asso- Chicago, Ill., captured the top
('iation Memphis Pros- signed spots in the 300-meter swim
their No. 16 draft choice, Tom
Arnholt of Vanderbilt Monday.
Terms of his contract were not'
announced.

at

BILBREY'S QUITTING
BUSINESS SAL
AI

PLENTY OF MERCHANDISE
STILL TO BE SOLD!
* DON'T MISS THE BARGAINS *
RIMS Phone 753-56/7

The victories also left Richards and Fitzgerald in first and
second place, respectively, in
individual total standings, with
Michel Gueguen of Fontainebleau, France, in third.
•
Earlier Monday, after the
pistol shooting event, Giovan.1
Perugini of Rome, Italy, held
first place in total points. But
he slipped to fourth after placing 10th in the swim.

Richards, an Army captain,
swam the event in a superb
time of 3:24.2 for first place
and 1,240 points. Fitzgerald, an
Army specialist 4th class had a
time of, 3:34.5 for second and
was West
TUCSON, Ariz. I AP) — For 1,156 points. Third
18 years, Mickey Mantle kept German soldier Gerhard Werbusy knocking out homers and ner of Oldenburg, in 3:37.2 for
breaking batting marks for the 1,136 points.
New York Yankees.
After four events in the fiveNow Mantle says he's not part championships, the United
busy anymore and no one will States was out front with 11,344
give him what he really wants. points, followed by Italy with,
"I don't really have a
10,460, Germany with 10,199,
Mantle said Monday, "I'm not Franed with 9,817. Switzerland
doing much of anything. We with 8,875, and Mexico with
have .real estate. public .rea- 8,682.
tions. I go to spring training every year with the Yankees.''
Mantle said he would be particularly receptive to a managOne-Year Contract
ing offer.
- "If I was offered aigood deal,
BOSTON(APIThe Boston
I _would consider it," he said.
have signed veteran
"Baseball is all I have ever Johnny Bucyk to a one-yea
—r
known. I tried working a month contract.
as a coach with the Yankees I
Bucyk. 37, who has spent 15
didn't like that too much."
Mantle:
jawed In an old years with the Bruins, ranked
Jintotigr-Netional -Hockey:

Mantle Looking
For New Position

Additional Markdown

210 E. main -AMU_

Orioles Falter Again
Two GamesPlayed In As Twins Win Monday;
Pony League Openers Minnesota In Second
Local Baseball Roundup

By GORDON BEARD ..
Associated Press Sports Writer
BALTIMORE I AP) — Not
even extra batting practice,
spectacles for Boog Powell, or
the arrival of usually friendly
Minnesota pitching could snap
the Baltimore hitting slump.
Instead, the Orioles once
again surrendered rather meekly at the plate Monday night as
the Twins won 3-2 on a sixth
inning double by Bobby Darwin.
The victory ended a fourgame Minnesota losing streak
and enabled the Twins to slip
into second place in the Amen-'
can League West, five percentage points ahead of the idle
Chicago White Sox.
Both Minnesota and Chicago
are four games behind the surging Oakland Athletics, who
topped the sagging Cleveland
2•=-=•=•CD-CD.:2•.:s=••=4:20::•C

Standings
}=••=.0.0.=.=4:•C:{2.0.C.:2•=4
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
East
W. L. Pd. GB
Detroit
24 17 .585 Baltimore
21 21 .500 3/
1
2
Cleveland
20 20 .500 3/
1
2
Boston
17 22 .436 6
New York
16 24 .429 6/
1
2
Milwaukee
15 23 .395 1/
1
2
West
Oakland
29 13 .690 *Minnesota
24 16 .600 is
Chicago
25 17 .595 4
California
20 24 .455 10
TexaS
18 26 .409 12
Kansas City
17 25' .405 12
Monday's Results
Oakland 3, Cleveland 2, 10 innings
Minnesota 3, Baltimore 2
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
California (Wright 4.2 and
Rose 1,0) at Detroit (Lolich 8 3
and Coleman 7-4), 2, twi-night
Minnesota (Kaat 6-1) at Baltimore (Palmer 6-)), night
Oakland (Blue 0-2) at Cleveland (Colbert 0-3), night
Milwaukee (Brett
2 5) at
Kansas
City (Murphy 1-1),
night
New York (Peterson 3-7) at
Texas (BOSman 3-5), night
Boston (Siebert 4,2) at Chi
cago (Wood 8-3), night
Wednesday's Games
California at Detroit, night
Minnesota at Baltimore, night
Oakland at Cleveland, night
Milwaukee at Kansas City,
night
New York at Texas, night
Boston at Chicago
National League
East
W. L. PO. GB
New York
31 13 705 Pittsburgh
27 16 628 3/
1
2
24 18 571 6
Chicago
montreal
19 24 442 111
/
2
1
2
17 28 378 14/
St. Louis
Philadelphia
16 18 364 15
West
Los Angeles
28 18 .609 Cincinnati
27 18 .600 /
1
2
24
19 VII Ws
Houston
20 23 ..465...011
Atlanta
16 29 .350 111
San Diego
/
2
Francisco 17 34 .333 13/
1
2
San
Monday's Result
Pittsburgh at San Diego, rain •
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Houston
(Roberts
3-3) at
Philadelphia
(Fryman
2-3),
night
Atlanta (Reed 3-6) at Montreal (McAnally 1-5), night
Cincinnati (Nolan 71) at New
York (McAndrew 4-1), night
Pittsburgh (Briles 3-2) at San
Diego (Norman 4-41, night
Chicago (Hands 4-1) at Los
Angeles (Downing 2-2), night
St. Louis (Wise 4-5) at San
Francisco (Stone 3-4), night
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia,
Houston
at
night
Atlanta at Montreal, night
Cincinnati at New York, night •
Pittsburgh at San Diego, 2,
twi -night
Chicago at Los Angeles, night
St. Louis at San Francisco

NCAA Tennis
Deadlocked

KALAMAZOO, Mich. AP —
Three schools were deadlocked
in first place after the opening
day of play Monday in the 10tb
annual NCAA college dritsioil
tennis championships at Kalamazoo.
Sharing the lead with six
points each were California
State Poly, Rollins of Florida
and the host school, Kalamazoo
College.
One point off the pace and
tied for fourth place were the
University of California-Irvine,
defending champion, and Samford University of Birmingham,
Ala.
Robert Chappell of Irvine, the
1971 singles champ and topseeded in the 3I-school, 88-player tournament, meets Steven
of ,puthern Colorado
State Tuesday after drawing a
first-round bye.
Second-seeded John Lowman
of Rollins also drew a bye in
L., Ilse -first-round- and plays Jim
61 •
of-iduskangutn. NOY
Sunday and he came tilrucson
Monday to award trophies to; 32 goals and 5) assists for 83 Concord. Ohio Tuesday.
The tournament ends Friday.
points.
Little League administrators.
•—

Indians 3-2 on the 10th inning
home run by Campy Campaneris in the only other major
league game played Monday.
One other scheduled game.
Pittsburgh at San Diego in the
National League, was postponed by rain.
Manager Earl Weaver of the
Orioles, at a loss to explain
Baltimore's .220 team batting
average as compared with last
season's league-leading .261
mark, ordered batting practice
Monday morning.
Against Minnesota starter
Dick Woodson, 4-3, and ace reliever Wayne Granger, however, the Orioles managed just
five hits and two of those were
bunts. Last season, Baltimore
hit an amazing .312 against
Minnesota pitching.
Veteran Brooks Robinson did
slam his first home run of the
season, in his 158th trip to the
plate.
The Orioles have now lost six
of their last seven games to fall
3Ix games behind Detroit in the
American League East.
Powell's, Baltimore's erstwhile slugging first baseman
with a .152 average, was hitless
in three trips to the plate Monday. He wore glasses for the
first time on one at bat, and
struck out.

In Cleveland, the homer by
Campaneris extended
Oakland's winning streak to
four and dealt the Indians their
10th loss in 12 games.
Reggie Jackson hit a two-run
homer for the A's, giving him
the league lead with 11, while
Eddie Leon's homer tied the
score for Cleveland in the
eighth, 2-2.
John "Blue Moon" Odom,
who needed help from Darold
Knowles for the final out, was
the winner and is now 3-1. The
loser was the Cleveland workhorse, Gaylord Perry, 9-4.

Happiness is...
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Even if your home is only partly paid for, the
money you have in it could qualify you for a
large cash loan at competitive rates from us.
It's based on equity, the difference between
what you still owe on your home and its current
appraised value

You can use the money for any good purpose.
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And you'll like the way we do business You're
treated like the individual you are—not a computer number So. for a big loan at a competitive rate, with people-to-people service.
see us The money you need may be right
under your roof

Loans and financing up to $5,000
We also make loans on real estate

Coming June 16th
Kentucky's "large loan leaders" will begin making
loans up to $7500 with longer terms. Inquire now.
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A major league battery in a Park League game? Believe it or
not it happened this past Thursday evening when the Yanks
defeated the Twins 12,6.
In the fourth inning, Robin Roberts came in to relieve for the
Yanks. And who else would his catcher be other than "Hawk"
Taylor Junior. Any baseball fan recalls the elder Robin Roberts
who won 286 games in his years of pitching for the Philadelphia
Phillies. And of course, the senior "Hawk" Taylor was a former
major league catcher and this past spring served as a coach for
the Murray State baseball team.
+++++
Cuthbert Jacobs was recently named the Outstanding Freshman Athlete at Murray State at the annual MSU sports banquet.
Since that time, many people have asked "Why didn't Mike
Coleman receive the award?"
Mike Coleman is one fine basketball player. It was not unusual
to see the 6-6 giant score 40 points ancrgrab 30 rebounds on any
given night. But to those people who do not follow track, I can
assure you that Jacobs deserves every bit as much, if not more
than Coleman, the honor.
There is no such thing at Murray as freshman track, yet there
is freshman basketball. Therefore freshman tracksters are
members of the varisty team.
Jacobs never participated in an event this season that consisted
of all freshman participants, as did Coleman in basketball. He
was up against major league competition all year and he faired
quite well.
Bert came through in the 100 with a 9.4 in the OVC Championships two weeks ago. Not bad considering that he was a 220
man and a member of the relay team for most of the year. It took
East Tennessee's Bill Holloway, a 9.3, sprinter and once a windaided 9.2, to keep Bert from winning the 100 in the conference
meet.
It also tadrthesame Bill Hollowly-10 whip Jacobs in the 220.
Holloway had to run a record 20.9 to better Bert's effort of 21.0.
Not bad at all for a freshman competing against one of the
nation's top collegiate sprinters.
Three more years at Murray at Cuthbert Jacobs will undoubtedly be one of the top sprinters in the country. Bert says
that 9.4 will be a 9.3 next year and maybe even lower if things
work out all right. And knowing Cuthbert Jacobs, it's just about a
sure bet that things will work out fine.
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Padres To Get First
Pick, Summer Draft

Remember...
FATHER'S DAY Sunday,June 18th

York Mets, Texas and San
Diego.
Of the pitching prospects
available in the regular phase
some of those expected to be
Picked early are Bob Grossman
of the University of Maryland;
Larry Christiansen of Mayrsville, Wash.; Dick Ruthven of
The 24 major league teams
Fresno State College, and Scott
will pick in inverse order of
MacGregor of El Segundo, Catheir 1971 finish. The Padres lif.
Jesse 1Ladd's Car 77 was the tap qualifier and the winner of the
will be followed by the
Other top prospects include, feature race Saturday night at Keeling Speedway. Ladd, native of
Cleveland Indians, who had the
catchers Richard Bengston of Reidland, had a hot battle for first going with Mel ;in Woodford
poorest record in the American
Peoria, Ill., and Bobby Good- until an accident forced Woodford out of the race.
League.
man of Memphis, Tenn., and
Order of selection in the secinfielders Dave Chalk of the
ondary phase of the draft,
University of Texas, Dave Robwhich covers free agents
erts of the University of Orepicked in previous drafts but gon,
Danny Thomas of Southnot signed as determined by a ern Illinois University, Roy
draw. The Los Angeles Dodgers Howell of Lompoc Calif., and
will have the first choice, fol- Richard Manning of Niagara
By JANE BRANDON
Paducah; Junior Keeling, 49,
lowed by Cleveland, the New
Falls, N.Y.
Jesse Ladd, 77 of Reidland, Paducah; Bob Ricks, 21,
rt turned to the limelight Paducah; Anthony Peck, 60,
Saturday night at Keeling Stock Paducah; Johrny Allen, 9,
Track by taking the feature Paducah.
race, after quite a battle with 14
Second heat-Roy Rodgers,
Jr di iven by Melvin Woodford 115, Paducah; _Jesse Ladd, 77,
,4 Paducah. Ladd and Woodford Reidland; Ronnie Francis, 42,
played the cat and mouse game Hopkinsville; Melvin Woodford,
for several laps until an ac- 14 Jr.,Paducah; CottonGlisson,
MONTREAL (AP) - The died up their rosters in the in- cident put Woodford out of the 44, Paducah; Jerry English, 6,
stage was set today for a likely Ira-league draft. Eight players race.
Briensburg.
Ladd kept the lead by quite a
legal showdown between the es- changed uniforms, the most noLoser's race-Paul Hogue,88,
tablished National Hockey table being 42-year-old defense-. margin for the remainder of the Metropolis; James McKinney,
Larry
League and upstart World man Tim Horton, claimed by race, leaving Jerry English 6) 78,
Hopkinsville,
and Ronnie Francis 42) bat- Walston, 56, Benton; Bobby
Hockey Association as the Buffalo from Pittsburgh.
But the most significant draft tling for second place with Boley, 77, Hopkinsville,
NHL's two newest franchises,
Rodgers,
26,
the New York Islanders and At- may have been Toronto's selec- English winning.
Raymond
lanta Flames, stocked their tion of Larry Pleau from MonPaducah; David Maupin, 15,
Excitement as usual occured Paducah.
treal and the Canadiens' subclubs in the expansion draft.
Winner's race-Jerry
General Managers Bill Orrey sequent claim of Brad Selwood in each race as cars and drivers,
-of the Islanders and Cliff Flet- as payment from the Maple performed by flipping over, English, 6, Cotton Glisson, 44,
hitting the fence and going over
Melvin Woodford, 14 Jr., Rudy
cher of the Flames were inter- Leafs.
Both players have signed eon. the hill. The phantom car, 3-8, Collier, 12, Ronnie Francis, 42,
ested bystanders Monday as
the 14 established NHL clubs ti- tracts with the New England was put-out of business in the-- Anthony Peck, 60.
Whalers of the WHA as have fourth heat but not until he put
Reature race-Jesse Ladd,
several of the other athlete,. three other Cars out and Slightly 77, Jerry English, 6, Ronnie
whose names appeared on the damaged the speaker's stand. Francis, 42, Paul Hogue, 88,
Top qualifiers-Jesse Ladd, Ray Rodgers, 115, Cotton
lists of draft eligibles submitted
to Torrey and Fletcher Monday 77, 23.23; James McKinney, 78, Glisson, 44, Larry Walston, 56,
'23.71; Melvin Woodford, 14 Jr., Bobby Boley, 77, (Comet),
night.
The announced signings of 23.73; Jerry English, 6, 73.93. Anthony Peck,60, Rudy Collier,
First heat-Rudy Collier, 12, 12.
Pleau and Selwood with the
WHA didn't seem to bother the.
fiers at Charlotte. Other tour Maple Leafs , and Canadjens
regulars who qualified there in- Monday and if their 14 big
cluded Hubert Green, Don Bies, brothers leave any quality playRod Funseth, Lou Graham, ers who are WHA-bound open
Kermit Zarley, Dave Marr, Bob today, the Islanders and
Murphy, Bob Lunn, Mason Flames are likely to draft first
Rudolph, Dave Hill, Charles and ask questions later.
"I'm going to draft the best.
Siffo;d, Jim Jamieson," Bruce
players I can," said Torrey.
Devlin and Gibby Gilbert.
The fact that they are availAmong the prominent names
not to make the grade, along able to me means they signed a
BALTIMORE (AP) - Mid- with Les Matthews of Johns
with Snead, were Phil Rodgers, standard contract last year. fielder Pete Eldredge and at- Hopkins finally being picked
Herb Hooper, Lionel Hebert And that contract contained an tackman Jay Connor of Vir- over Mayland's Bill Reilly.
and Bruce Fleisher. The veter- option clause on their services ginia's NCAA champions were
Also chosen from Johns Hopan Hebert suffered from heat for next season.
named today to the.1972 major kins were attacimum Jack
"It has their signature and if college All-America lacrosse Thomas and midfielder Rick
exhaustion late in the day.
Sectional qualifications were I have to, I'll go to court to get team.
Kowalchuk, and Maryland was
held in Dallas, Denver, Chi- them to honor that contract."
Eldredge scored four goals represented by midfielder Doug
At spout $300,000 per pick- last Saturday,including the tie- Schreiber and attackman John
cago, Cincinnati, San Francisco
both teams get 21 players for breaker with 4:11 left to play, Kaestner.
and Los Angeles.
the $6,000,000 franchise fee- as Virginia edged Johns HopThe only players from
Torrey and Fletcher aren't anx- kins 13-12 to win the National schools outside...The state of
ious to pick select players who title.
Maryland on the first team
have no-intantionutperforming
were
all. defensemen-Ed
lOhns Hopkins had three
in the NHL
players on the first teeth-and Haugevik of Rutgers, Larry
"But I know of at least one Maryland, which lost to Johns Story of Yale and Tom O'Leary
player," said Torrey," who has Hopkins in the semifinals after of Army.
NEW YORK (AP) - Doug been announced as going to the finishing the regular season as
Of the entire 44-man AllSanders' 'Victory In list Week- WHA who is, right now, nego- the No. 1 ranked team, placed America squad, which includes
end's Kemper Open golf tourna- tiating with an NHL club."
two. Yale Army and Rutgers three full teaNiit and -14 honorment boosted him to eighth
For the players, it's a seller's had one representative each.
able mentions, Maryland.
place on the season money-win- market. For the buyers, it's a
The selection committee said topped the list with seven playnings list, the PGA Tournament matter of drafting players not
its most difficult choice was in ers while Johns Hopkins and
Players Division announced only on the basiss of talent but the naming of a goaltender, Virginia had six each.
Monday.
on whether they'll play for your
Sanders, who won only $24,- team, too.
891 in all of 1971, earned $35,000
Vancouver and Los Angeles
for winning at Charlotte, N.C., chose two players each in Monraising his season's total to day's draft, the Canueks pick474,232. That purse moved ing Dan Tannehill, a 30-goal
-Sanders from 26th place to scorer with Boston's American
eighth on the list.
Hockey League farm club, and
Jack Nicklaus, who skipped Gerry O'Flaherty from Tothe Kemper Open, continues to ronto, and the Kings getting
INDIANAPOLIS,Ind.(AP)- and a difference of nearly in,head the list with $156,051. Lee Doug Vohnar from Detroit and Race driver Jerry Grant hai
* in the prize allotment. He
Trevino, who finished second Barry Long from Chicago. his day "in court" today to apalso said the rules set no penalby one stroke to Sanders at Pleau and Horton were the oth- peal the penalty that cost him
ty for violating the fuel limits.
Charlotte, earned $19,950 and er players drafted.
$72,000 in prize money from the
Brockman said results of the
jumped from fourth to second
In exchange for Long, Chi- Indianapolis 500-mile race.
hearing would not be anon the list with $118,397.
cago accepted Bill Orban from
United nounced until Wednesday'• or
A
three-member
Jerry Heard is third with Los Angeles. Montreal took Sel- States Auto Club panel heard
Thursday. "We do not want to
$110,011, George Archer fourth wood as payment for Pleau. the Appeal in a closed session.
make an-announcement on the
with $106,963 and Tom Weiskopf The other clubs which lost play- USAC President Charlie Brockoutcome until we are able to
fifth with 697,179.
ers, accepted $40,000 draft price man presided, but the other write a full report giving Our
Completing the top ten are as payment.
members were not identified in reasons," he said.
Bobby Mitchell, $85,665; Bruce
In other action Monday, the advance of the hearing.
Crampton, $84,243; Sanders, NHI. Rules Committee decided
Grant finished the race May
$74,232; Bob Murphy, $72,482, to add a two-minute ntinor pen- 27 in second place, just seconds
and Dave Hill, $71,97.
alty on the automatic $200 fine behind winner Mark Donohue.
assessed for any stick ex- But the next day a protest was
ceeding the allowable half-inch allowed, and Grant was
curve on the blade.
dropped to 12th spot.
Grant was charged with taking on fuel from the supply of
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.(AP)
MONTREAL (AP) - Keith teammate Bobby Unser who - Former U.S. Olympic hockey
MONTREAL( AP)- All Star Allen, general manager of the dropped out early in the race. coach Murray Williamson is exdefenseman Bobby Orr of the Philadelphia Flyers, announced Car owner Dan Gurney, who pected to become general manBoston Bruins probably will Monday night that Mike Nyko- filed the appeal, admitted the ager of the Philadelphia Blazplay for the Canadian team in luk, a veteran of 17 playing pit crew inadvertently pumped ers of the new' World Hockey
an eight-game exhibition series seasons in pro hockey, has been fuel from Unser's pit tank into Association, the Minneapolis
with Russia in September, if he named assistant to Coach Fred Grant's car, in violation of race Tribune reported today.
is healthy.
Williamson, who retired after
Shero of, the National Hockey rules.
"If Bobby is fit, he must League club.
Gurney contended it was an coaching the U.S. Olympic
Clarence Campbell,- --Nykoluk, who-playod44_of his honest mistake because Grant, team to a silver medal last
president of the National Hock- 17 years with the Hershey
ift -Tirr a tire
-winter;-may -else be.-7coach of
ey League, said Monday.
Bears of the American Hockey " with only 30 miles left in the the new team, the Tribune reOrr, who led the Bruins to League will work with Shero race, overshot his own pit and ported.
4he..Stanley.-Xaia-41iikyearr-is-4.„-stisLI.orty...14
The Blazers took over the
the ended in Unser's.
slated 121 Itte..
Vhidienged-*
,sin.ery_in Be
-tranebiswohandanellatik_
Robins, in hanton Titer this wee
4440-et the PenallL. Afi.plases Peuently,
dling pryer Oersciiirer"
NEW YORK CAP)-The San
Diego Padres, whose 61-100
record was the worst in the National League in 1971, will get
the first pick in the regular
phase of the two-day summer
professional baseball draft,
which begins today.

Jesse Ladd Wins Feature
Race At Keeling Speedway

Islanders, Flames Stock
Clubs, Expansion Draft

Doug Sanders Is Top Qualifier
In U.S. Open; Snead Misses Out
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By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer"
"That's about the worst I've
ever played in my life," declared a vehr hot, very tired
and very disappointed Sam
Snead after failing Monday in
his bid to qualifor this year's
U.S. Open.
After a fine morning round of
69 in sectional qualifying at the
Charlotte, N.C., Country Club,
Snead ballooned to a 78 in the
afternoon round. His 147 total
was 12 strokes back of Doug
Sawlers, the top qualifier. More
importantly, it was two strokes
over the qualifying limit.
So Snead, winner of 84 PGAco-sponsored tournaments-but
not a single U.S. Open, will be
absent when the field of 150
tees off at Pebble Beach, Calif.
June 15-18.
Snead, who turned 60 nine
days ago, had five bogeys on
the front nine and his second
round. But even with that, he
would have managed to qualify
if he was able to par the back
nine. Instead, he bogyed the
17th, then three-putted for a
double bogey on the par four,
423-yard 18th.
The temperature was in the
high 80s on this hot, muggy
day, but Snead refused to use

Anima's FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
IN ONE HOUR,

Sirens, quick-drying T-4-L chocks
itch sad bunting or your 59c back
at any drug counter. Then. in 3-5
off.
days srateli infected skin eleughNOW
Watch HEALTHY skin appear!
at Holland Drug co.

that as an excuse.
"I had no excuses," he declared, after flopping down on
a bench in the scorer's tent. "I
just played badly. I've played
36 holes in one day before."
So for Snead, the U.S. Open
ninx continues. 'Aii3Open alsoran 33 times, he competed in 25
consecutive Opens starting in
1937. His closest shot at a title
came in 1939 at the Philadelphia Country Club, when
with victory in his grasp he
bogyed the 17th and then shot a
triple-bogey eight on the final
hole.
Ironically, there is one Snead
who can compete at Pebble
Beach. That's J.C., Sam's
Nephew and a tour regular,
who was exempt from qualifying rounds because he was
among :the 15 leaders on the
PGA tour in 1971 under the
USGA point system.
Sectional qualfying for 115
spots unfilled in the Open continues today. A large field will
compete at Philadelphia, where
105 golfers will vie for 21,
placed. Included among the entrants are tour regulars such as
Gardner Dickinson, Deane Beman, Marty Fleckman, Dale
Douglass and George Knudson.
Among the golfers exempt
from qualifying are Arnold
Palmer, --JaCk 'Nicklaus, Lee
Travino, Gary Player and Billy
Casper.
1
Sanders, the flashy dresser
who won the Kemper Open On
the pro tour this weekend, carded a 68-67-135 to lead quali-
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Eldredge, Connor
Named To Lacrosse
All-America Team

Sanders Now
Ranked Eighth

•Paved Parting •Paneled and Carpeted Office
•3,400 WitF0f

Further Information

.3 5513

Ph-one 753-3018

at special prices.
at.the Carriage House
More comfortable than ever, thanks to
lofty foam cushioning, springless
balance mechanism, and extra generous
proportions. The Restocrat Recliner
by Ethan Allen is also as handsome as
any piece in your home.
Each is superbly styled to
complement the finest traditional
furniture. Covered in stain resistant
100% polyester plaid, 100% olefin
solid or in rugged vinyl.
Come in and talk to our expert home
planners about what's best for you,
and while you're here, pick up a copy'
of our 388-page home decorating guide,
the Ethan Allen Treasury. It's a $7.50
value, yours for the asking.
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT'TIL 8:30

it

Ethan Allen
Maple-Trim Restocrat Recliner Rocker in Nutmeg or Classic
SALE $232
Manor finishes. Reg. $255.54

Jerry Grant To
Appeal Decision

Bobby Orr To
Play In Games

Commercial Building available immediately for
,Rent or Lease. formerly Lassiter-McKinney Glass
location on Sycamore Street

Ethan Allen
Pine Restocrat Recliner Rocker with hiollow Pine Wood
Trim. Reg. $258.54
SATE $226

Ethan Allen . . . Wing Restocrat-Reg. $264.50 Recliner
Rocker with Tufted Back
$232
Reg. $221.30 Wing Recliner Only..
.NALE $179

Williamson
Expected To
Be New Manager

Named Assistant

h

•

..
Upright

kuct•Reclin,ng
r

Fun•Rech ning ._

VAN ..
DELIVERY
FREE

Rocking

CREDIT
TERMS
ARRANGED

CUSTOM DRAPERtES & BED SPREADS
By "Waverly" &"Norman" Now On Sale
UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS

Carriage Muse
Padutah

KY

-U4,North Third St.

,Phonal434257

THE LEDGER & TIMES - NIURRAY, KENTUCKY

SELL MOST EVERYTHING
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
1
4
9
12

MOO OM 00000
MOM] =MOM
Mu G000030 MO
Oa COMO MOW
MIO0
GIOGO
WOOD MOBAS
UM00 COM
130 MUD CUOMO
MOM 0710 MOO
OMOO QOM 00
OM =MOM BO
03=00 ODOM
00000 OM

4 Rabbit

ACROSS

5
High mountain
6
Hurry
Doctrine
7
Goddess of
healing
Winglike
Born
9
Observe
10
Fiber plant
11
Large truck
19
Contend
21
Armed band
22
At a distance
Dance step
23
being
Actual
24
Deface
26
Writing
implement
27
Man's name
29
Citrus fruit (pl) 30
Forgive
32
Man's name

A state (abbr )
Chinese boat
Groups of three
Organs of
sight
Probe
Ocean
Males
Negative prefix
Appear
Part of to be"
Imitation
Footlike part
Surgical
thread
Teutonic deity
Through
Fondle
Female horse
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Geese Planted By Biologists

WANT ADS

mission Director David M.
Goodrich added.
Biologists of both agencies
tend to discount potential
hwiian disturbanceat release
sites.
"The nearness of a renter of
human activity would seem to
be desirable in a number of
ways since geese will be readily
visible from the shoreline. It
would be reasonable to expect
that poaching and unauthorized
disturbance could be held to a
mininium,•' Burbank said.
Public cooperation is imperative if the program is to be
a success, he added.

OAK RIDGE, Tenn.-A flock
of Giant Canada Geese may
well be calling Melton Hill Lake
home if a joint project of the
Tennessee Game and Fish
Commission and the Tennessee
Valley Authority meets with
success.
The aim of the project is to
establish a huntable population
of Giant Canadas--hopefully
before 1984-in the Melton Hill
area. The young geese being set
out this summer will be the first
of ten planned permanent
flocks to be established
throughout the Tennessee
Valley region.
"The resident flocks will be
comprised of Giant Canadas
that spend their entire life on
Valley reservoirs, ponds,
rivers, and adjacent uplands,"
TVA water-fowl biologist Jim
Burbank said in announcing the
initial project.
Goslings,
hatched and
raised at the Commission's
Buffalo Srpings Game Farm
near Morristown from adult
geese acquired from several
sources, will be put in open pens
where they will live for about
six weeks until they attain full
flight capability and can spread
out along the Melton Hill
shoreline.
"The fact that Melton Hill
rarely fluctuates more than 3
feet, and that virtually the
entire north shore of the lake
is owned by AEC, makes Melton
Hill an attractive site for the
development of this goose
flock," Game and Fish Com-
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT

RE kl. ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR RENT

FURNISHED THREE room air
conditioned apartment, for
couple or two boys. All utilities
paid. Phone 753-3143.
J8C

TWO BEDROOM air conditioned
trailer, 1 mile from Murray.
Water furnished. $85.00 per
month. Phone Cadiz =6332.
J170

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

/
2 STORY BRICK HOUSE
11

THREE
ROOM
furnished
apartment, air conditioned, FURNISHED APARTMENT,
carpeted and lots of closets. Can close to University, 1602 Dodson
be seen at Owen's Food Market, Ave. Phone 753-6564.
TFC
1407 West Main.
J8C
NICE ONE bedroom furnished
FURNISHED ONE bedroom apartment. Phone 753-5079. J7C
apartment for married students.
43 Great Lake
33 Inlet
34 Hypothetical
Two blocks from College. ONE BEDROOM furnished
44 River in
Hones
Killed
force
Scotland
Available for summer Semester. apartment,couples only, no pets,
35 Reply
45 Vase
THREE BEDROOM house,
HELP WANTED
Phone 753-4684.
J8C gas heat. 880.00 per month. Also
VANCOUVE
37 Near
R
B.C.
(AP)
47
Printer's
30
living room, den, 1'2 baths,
39 Scarf
measure
(Pi
Early
)
reports
indicated
nice all electric mobile home, no
that
31
49 Resort
40 Sun god
33
three or four horses were killed TWO BEDROOM house trailer, pets. Couples only, $75.00 per SALES PERSON wanted for central heat and air, built-ins,
42 Barracuda
50 Make lace
J6C
34
Sunday night when fire raced 12.x50', furnished, in Shady Oaks month. Available June 1st. Phone local shoe store. Send resurrie to carpeted. Phone 753-7293.
35 River island
545, Murray University
Box
P.O.
Trailer
Court.
through
Gas
stove,
the
stable
gas
area
of Ex753-1203.
J6C
36 Tibetan gazelle
J8C
Station, M.S.U.
hibition Park racetrack in the heat. $100.00 per month, includes
BUYING A home, Let Tripp
38 Loved one
HIMIP61
111.111
111KM11111
water, sewerage and garbage DUPLEX ON Williams Ave.,
39 Nahoor sheep
city's east end.
Williams and John Hodge assist
40 Rage
About 15 horses were report- pickup. Phone 753-1329.
J8C near University. Plenty of closet
you. Guy Spann Realty Branch
41 Trials
THOROUGHLY
space, two bedrooms. Uned in the stables when the fire
Office, 711 Main, 75320
43 Dine
nail"
gi
broke out in late evening. The NICE TWO bedroom trailer, furnished. Phone 753-8096 or 753June29C
EXPERIENCED
9478.
44 Pair
46 Strength
TFC
panic-stricken animals fled the small quiet court. Water, gar- 3312.
48 Suffix:
horse barns and led police on a bage pickup and mowing furadherent of
GROWING SUBDIVISION East
house,
wild chase through city streets. nished. 232 miles East Highway TWO. BEDROOM
mistaken
51 Be
of Murray. Brick, three
Five horses were captured 94 $80.00 per month. Phone 753- available frail June 6 to August
52 Fragrant
bedrooms, living room and hall
conditioned,
15th.
Air
large
yard.
8216
after
oleoresin
5:00p.m.
about half an hour after the
J8C
carpeted.
.
Kitchen and dining
Located 1637 Catalina Drive.
• 53 New Deal
and
blaze broke out.
room or family room comagency (init.)
It was the third major fire in TWO BEDROOM trailer, nice, $135.00 per month. Phone collect,
bination, 134 baths, central heat
54 Abstract being
the stable area in less than four near
University.
Couple Urbana.Illios 217-367-9623. J6C
55 Brief
and air, concrete drive and
years. In May, 1969, a trainer preferred. Phone 753.3895 or 753,
56 Man's
20'x18' carport. Phone 753nickname
and 21 horses died. No deaths 3482.
J8C DUPLEX ON "Monroe. Five
7857.
J12C
rooms
and bath, central heat and
occurred in another blaze
Apply In Person
DOWN
which hit the stables in Octo- THREE BEDROOM unfurnished air, carpet throughout, extra
GOOD STUCCO house, reduced
1 Roman bronze
"
house, 112 bath, electric heat, air large master bedroom, range.
ber, 1968.
2 Falsehood
price. Can make more than 10 per
Distr.
by
Feature
oited
Syndicate.
Inc.
3. Liars
conditioned. 132 miles from city Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202
cent investment by renting. Six'
limits, on Hwy. 641 North. $85.00 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
rooms, two car garage and
per month. Phone 753-2347. J8C
basement. Phone 753-3689.
J8C
LOOK AT THIS
I'LL BET THIS PLACE IS FILLED
Street
12th
So.
ON YGULLY CATS KNOW
FURNISHED THREE room
THEY UKE TO SITE itlAYBE ttlE
CAMP...R)Ey14T OUT WITH GULLY CATS JUST WAITING
THE THAT TENNIS RACKETS
basement apartment. Utilities
PEOPLE ON THE ARM COULD GET
THREE BEDROOM brick large
IN THE WOODS!
TO ENTE A PERSON ON THE ARM
ARM? ARE MADE WITH 6ULW
50 THEY CAN'T PIN THEM ID
TWO
BEDROOM
house, furnished. Located 411 South 8th WANTED
living room and dining room, air
GIRL
Friday.
CAT GUT...
TEI.00 ANs( MOCE! TANK NYLON
available from June 6'to August Street. Phone 753-8294.
J6C Secretarial work,
including conditioned, all electric, carpet
7/721.
15th. Air conditioned, large yard.
typing, filing, shorthand, throughout, carport, large patio.
Located 1637 Catalina Drive. MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms,
bookkeeping, payroll. Permanent Phone 753-3146.
J12C
$135.00 per month. Phone collect, 12' wide, located at Mobile Home employment
•
. Send complete
Iv
'Urbana, Illinois 217-367-9623. J13C Village. Phone 753-3459, after 8:00
resume to P.O. Box 32-H, ICENIXNA
SHORES 90'x150' lake
p.m. 753-9867.
J9C Murray,
Kentucky. Resumes will view lot, central
4 4
water, lake
THREE BEDROOM trailer, near
be held in strictest confidence. access. $1395.00,
$14.00 down and
campus. Phone 753-1817 or 753- TWO BEDROOM furnished
BLONDIE
Previous experience preferred, per month. Phone
436-5320. J12C
3372.
J12C apartment, central air and heat, but not necessary.
ANID 1-40W
itsums-reed7 cho t HEAR)
J1OC
OF COuRSE MR.DiTHERS,
r'L ONE OF'THESE o...ses
wall to wall carpet, good location.
RE `rOU TODAY,
YOU TALKING TO
THESE BIROS
WOUL-ONT ESE SURPRISED
L'TTLE
No pets. Phone 753-4331.
THE
J16C
rZOS
ARE MY
IF HE JUST FLEW OFF
iPOIES
WANTED SALAD Maker for
FRIENDS
NOTICE
WANT TO BUY
-FURNISHED ONE bedroom delicatessen. Apply in person at
.41
4
WANT TO BUY Junk, 8' house apartment, air conditioned, Owen's Food Market, 1407 West KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest
.-.P t..
f
.
tell
00,
trailer with axle and wheels. Dial located next to White Hall, ad- Main.
8:-.:C
J8C Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
•
'
filli47411r
753-2700.
.te
TFC joining MSU campus. Part of
13th Street. "Every day you
utilities furnished. $85.00 per
delay lets bugs have their
i• w
FOR RENT
month Couples only. No pets. Call,
way."
TFC
WANT TO BUY 1966 Chysler 753-3805.
Nbls
TFC
ONEBEDROOM
Newport, four door sedan. Whole
furnished
car or body. Phone 492-8257 J8C THREE CABINS on the lake in.apartment, available now. Phone
Heat getting to you?
Blood River area. Rent by week 753-9741.
Cool off ,with Home-made
J8C
or month. Phone 436-2427.
J
Ice Cream-Here or Go- Cone
LOST & FOUND
ROOM FOR men, available
or Cup- Qt. '2 Gal., or Gal.
THE PHANTOM
EXTRA NICE one bedroom
immediately. Air conditioned,
LOST BLACK Angus Hereford, furnished apartment, air con- private
Triangle Inn
entrance. Furnished
AND PAY MORE
OUR IANKERS
12
1 oVHERE?
STOP SHOOTING.
ditioned,
block from campus.
weight 450 or 500. Phone 753ARE LOADED- ; BlACKMAlL
WE'VE GOT TO
apartment
.
Zimmerma
n
THEY MUST I RISK ANOTHER
2527.
THEN WHAT?
FIND THE. PIRATES
J8C Available now. Phone 753-4478 or Apartments, South 16th
FIRE BOMB ATTACK ?
*CA.!
Street.
EUROPE FREEZES
SOMEHOW!
753-9135.
TFC Phone 753-6609.
HELP WANTED
WITHOUT OIL,
J6C

13
. 14
'15
16
, 17
18
20
22
24
25
28
29
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•2 BATHS
•4 BEDROOMS
LARGE FAMILY ROOM

***

OWNER BEING TRANSFERRED
1503 Oak Dr.
Ph. 753-9293

BREAKFAST
COOK
Trainee
Breakfast Cook
at

Triangle Inn
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AND WE 60
BANKRUPT!!
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FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
apartment, air conditioned,
private entrance. Available June
18,000 BTU USED air con1. Phone 753-2863 after 5:30
ditioner, good shape. Rent $35.00
p.m.
TFC
for summer or sell for ;150.00.
Phone 753-4126.
J8C LARGE EFFICIENCY room,
private entrance and parking.
Close to University. Phone 753J8C
FOR SALE OR RENT
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NANCY
MY, POOR DAD-HE'S ON HIS
FEET ALL
DAY ON
HIS JOB

WHERE
HE
WORKS
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(fit fffil fl [11
THUMBTACK
FACTORY
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MEE!BE
OLDEA FOLKS
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8:30 Lalanne
1:00 The Hour
10:00 Am. Rel.
10.30 Bewtiched
11:00 Password
1130 Split-Second
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1,00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
1:00 Gen.
2:10 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
1:30 Matinee
5:00 Space
6-00 News
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7:30 Smith Pam
8,00 Comedy
8-30 Persuaders
9,30 Anderson
10:99._ News
10:so 'Week•Cavett
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WANTED SETTLED woman to
COLLEGE STUDENTS or •
live in with elderly lady to do
married couple-furnished duplex,
light housekeeping. Phone collect
one block from college, and two
1-901-642-5207.
J8C
edroom furnished
house,
summer rates, $75.00 per month
LADIES
plus utilities. Phone John Pasco,
Limited number of full or
Jr.,753-2649 or 753-7278.
TFNC
part-time positions available
as
carolee Beauty
THREE BEDROOM unfurnished
house, 107 South 15th Street, just
Consultants
in Murray area. Only
off campus. Phone 753-3456
THREE BEDROOM brick house
days.
J6C requirements are neat apwith living room, dining room,
pearance and willingness to
den and utility. For more inwork. Excellent earnings and
TWO BEDROOM trailer. See
formation phone 753-8007. J12C
good opportunity for adBrandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
vancement to right person.
Court after 4:00 p.)».. Murray
FOUR ROOM furnished apart- Drive In Theatre
We Train
entrance. TF('
ment, couples only, no pets. Air
Phone 435-5842
conditioned and carpeting. Walk
J12C NEWLY DECORATED two
in closet. Phone 753-3323.
bedroom house, central heat and
air, screened in porch, garage, WANTED EXPERIENCED auto FIVE BEDROOM house for large shady lot. $110.00 per body repair mak full time. Apply
in person, no phone calls please.
college bays or large family. Two month; lease security
deposit
baths,furnished, air conditioned. required. 207 North 17th. Phone Bogard Motor Sales, across from
Colonial House Smorgasbord.J9C
Phone 753-3146.
J12C Paducah 443,-5239.
J7P

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday Evening *

CH. 4
WSM
6:30 Ponderosa
7:30 Playhouse
4130 Nichols
9:30 Chang.-Sc
te'" News
10 . 30 Calif Primary
.4.

CH.
WLAC
630 Campbell
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
8:30 Cannon
:30 Woods-Waters
10:00-News
10:30 P.-Mason
1130 Movie

WPM)
.
.....6:30 Ponderosa
7 , 30 A C 1 .
Playhouse
8:30 Nichols
:30 Dragnet
10:00 News
1 0: 30 Decision '77

WSIX
6:30 Mod -Squad
7,30 Movie
9,00 Welby M 0
10:00 Chaparral
11 00 News
11.30 Cavett

KFVS
6 30 Campbell
7:30 Hawaii-5,0
8,30 Cannon
930 Jeannie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

_

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday *

6:00 Mor Show
7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Concen
1000 Sale-Cen
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11,30 Who What
12:00 Noon
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2
An. World
2 3 Promise
3
Bugs Bunny
3:15
°vie
5:25 Weather
S:30 News
6 . 00 News
6 30 Dragnet
7 00 Adam 12
730 Myst -Movie
9 00 Night Galry
10.00 News
10 30 Tonight

:45 Journal
6:00 News
:30 N'Ville
AM
7:55 Kitc
Korn
8:00 Kangaroo
9,00 Tell Truth
9:30 My 3 Sons
1000 Fam
Affair
10:30 Love of Life
11:00 Heart Is
11:30 Search
12:00 Singing Con.
11,25 News
12,30 World Turns
1:00 Love Is
1:30 Apollo 16
2:30 Edge of Night
3q30 Truth Cons
3:30 Gilligan
4:00 Movie
5,25 News
6:00 News
630 Survival
7,00 Special
coo Med. Cent.
9,00 Marlyn.
10,00 News
10:30 Mason
11 - 30 Movie

7 00 Today
9 00 Dinah
19111cli 3
30
000
0 CvvjsOheanoolCepewancrhtedany,

C14. 29
7 .00 Carnival
730 Theatre-29
9:30 Creat ore•
Feature ,.
1000 News
10:10 Bedroom Theatre
10:30 After Midnight
•
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,11 2111 .:,00
3410: SewingVic
- onhu
en
sg
6:30 Break
Show
700 News
8
9100
3:0
00064
Krayanni3
g a.sr0
00
nAstfair II:" Answer
10 30 Squares
9.00 Lucy
11,55 Toni•Holt
12:00 Gourmet
News
3HD-Match
11:30 Barbara
1
10
1 0030 love11:is
1:00 Movie Game
11:45 Sewing
17:00 Child Me
NewsLitifeeart
Where
1:30 Movie
12:00 My Childre
1:25
Too
11:30 Search
12,30 Make-Deal
12:30 News
1:00 Newlyweds
12:00 Farm
Pic 12,45 Pastor
5
Superman
1:30 Dating
2,05 News
1,00 Our Lives
S:30 Movie
130 Doctors
2,00 Gen
,.
Hosp 12:30 World Turns ,
435
'
]
.°43°3
Lloyd Bridges
2 00 Another
1
00
Love
2730 One Life
Many
9 30 Creature
i 30 Guiding Light.World
3:00 Password
7 30 Peyton PI
7 00 Secret Storm Feature
370 Love Am
3 - 00 Somerset
2 30 Edge
4 00 Jeannie
Night 10:00 News
10 30 Bedroom
3 30 Calendar
4:30 Green
Acres 3 00 G'ner
Pyle
3:35 Popeye
3:30 Jeff's
5,00 News
Collie Theatre
10
30 After
4:00
4.00 Gilligan
The
6:00 Griffith
Big
Midnight
Valley
it 30 Dan Boone
6:30 Make Deal
5 30 News
7:00 Ed's Father
5'00 Naze/
6 00 News
7:30 Smith•Fam
5:30 News
6:00 News
10 Na4PAus4c - --"AR Wei..
I
-e
10:00
7.00 Adam 12
cnapeeer a 6:30 keititil
7 30 Myst Movie
11-00 News
7'00• Burnett
11•30 Dick -Cavell 8 00
9 00 Gallery
Melarcal-Cent
10 00 News
9 00 Mannis
10.10 Tonight
10 00 NewS
M- 10 Movie ,
- 6:30 Soto
8'00 Romper Rm.
80I : 303000 Movie
Be
Passwordikhed
10.00 Mov. Game
Bewitched
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EXpi'rien re

* Minimum Investment Required

BIRD DOG pups, 3 months old
Phone 436-2454.
J8(

shopping for a 50-footer, 70-footer, or a big double wide, or lust
sightseeing. %%I. invite
111 to "EOM' aboard" at Dinkins and let our
courteous
silo% ott around-You're sure to find the home and
the
price that' iight for you

DACHSHUND PUPS, AKC
registered. Phone 436-5657, New
Concord,Kentucky.
J12P

Free air conditioning deals-washers-dryers.
You name it, we've got it. For you!
14-

Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc.

TRAILER-FOR Sale or Take
Over Payments. 1971 Buddy
12x60. Are moving and need to
sell. Phone 753-1452 before 4:30 or
753-9499 after 5:00.
J8P
1971 HONDA CB 175, 8 months
old, 1600 actual miles. Perfect
condition throughout. Red and
white. Phone 753-7228.
J12C

Hwy. 79 E Paris--Waverly -Milan

"Where the big selections and bargains are"

641 PET SHOP, 7 miles North of
Murray, Irish Setter puppies,
Cocker Spaniel Puppies, Toy
Poodles, fish and sup?lies,
,hampsters and birds. Special on
Neons, 341.00. Phone 753-1862 or
753-9457.
JuneliC

2-Bedrooms starting at $3,750.00
Big 24 ft. Double wides starting at $6,977.00.
tnent Bank Hales. Sale ends June Pith.

wic**************************************

Hugh Carraway

CREOSOTED POLES and Penta
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
logs for dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Street.
1TC 0-6

So if

iinancing. Low doss n

* Paid Training Program

Fuer

%e'se got a half-million dollar "cargo" of mobile homes
in the most
exotic. lowest priced homes (neve seen anywhere, and we're
going to
unload them somew here at some price-

I

Texaco Service Station

18' JET BOAT turbo craft with
215 H.P. Gray Marine engine, full
instrument panel including radio,
air conditioned. $2,500.00. Will
take good single lever control 60
H.P. motor or pickup thick in
trade. Phone 436-5548.
J6C

1
;
01' file MOS/ fill1111.Sfie

FOR LEASE

FOR LEASE

1971 HOLLY PARK 12'x65'
mobile home, partially furnished,
air conditioned. Reduced. See at
Number 8 Riviera Courts or
phone 753-9274.
J8C

Dinkins Mobile Homes

•

FOR LEASE

Another View

1969-15' RUNABOUT boat, 40
H.P. Johnson, complete with top,
winter cover, new.set of skis, ski
vest, life jackets. All in good
condition. Phone 753-4759. J12C

**

Call
753-1916•
•

•••••••••• ••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FOR SALE

iniss the

SERVICES OFFERED

Phone:

0 1115 by Unithl Fonvf• gridst.eft.
.

753-2321

VJ HERE WERE 'I'OU TWO WITH YOUR
GENEROUS HANDOUTS ON MOTHER'S DAY?"
BUSINFrS OPPORTUNITY

BUSINF-SS OPPORTUNITY

EXCELLENT MONTHLY EARNINGS
PART OR FULL TIME
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
FOR ADDED INCOME
WE SECURE LOCATIONS
t1,000.00 INVENTORY RETURNS $2,100.00
Qualified individuals wanted for dealership in this area to service
route for NATIONALLY ADVERTISED ALKA-SELTZER,
BAYER ASPIRIN, ANACIN, BUFFERIN, TUMS, etc., sold
through our latest, modern vending machines in "pocket paks."
Dealerships now being established and appointed upon our acceptance. Will not interfere with your present employment.
Locations can be serviced in your spare time: collect cash sales
and refill machines.
THIS IS A MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR BUSINESS!,
Cash investment of $2250.00 to $3975.00 necessiry. Also need car
and 510 spare hours each week. If you meet our qualifications,
and have the necessary cash investment; if you have the desire to
name, address, and
succeed, please write today Send your
telephone number to:
MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT. I
CREATIVE MARKETING CORP.
7821 Manchester
Maplewood, Mo 63143

-

....00101 •
alai..

-

.

NEW
SERVICE STATION
FOR LEASE
Located 121 Bypass

SERVICES OFFERED

For Information ...

CARD OF THANKS

Phone 753-2432

*

WILL MOW yards in Murrkn, witA, IX) paIntmv,. ifth.rior and
I wish to express my deep
area. Also do trinuning. Phone exterior. Experierwed. Phone
appreciation and thanks to my
NOW IN stock, pianos. Three SMALL LUGGAGE trailer,, Y EKSHIRE BOAR, young. Will 753-8550.
Jane° 492-8714 after 5:00 p.m.
JtiC, many friends and neighbors for
used and four new. Priced to sell. electric sweeper, some lumber, weigh approximately
NOTICE
NOTICE
275 to 300
their kindness extended to me
Leach's Music de TV, Dixieland screen porch, plastic roof to be lbs. Phone 492-8644.
WAN I ED: LAWNS to mow, after I was injured in a motorJ8P
Shopping Center.
J6C torn down,cheap. Phone 436WILL DO...
large or small. Prefer extra cycle accident on February 9. A
2297.
J7P
large lawns or lots. Phone 753- special thanks to Green Plains
15' FIBERGLASS Runabout, 40
1968 HONDA 175. Phone 753-9984
6273,.
J6P Church of Christ and the Civitan
H.P. Evinrude, 1965 model. PIANO IN storage. Fine Spinet- before 3:00 p.m.
J8C
Inside
City
Club.
Limits
Only
Electric start and trailer. $525.00. Console, stored locally. Reported
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Bobby Hall and Family 11?
excellent.
Responsible
person
Phone 492-8149.
J6C
TRAILER AND lot, 1322
REASONABLE RATES
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
can take at big saving on low Sycamore, three bedrooms,
carpentry.Phone 753-5897 days or
Phone 753-3798
12'x65' AIRE LINE mobile home, payment balance. Write M.I.A.C. central air and heat, carpeted,
753-7625 nights.
July8C
WANTED TO RENT
two bedrooms, den, 1b2 baths, Mgr., 431 Virginia, Joplin, Mo. 1971 model. Under $10,000. Make
54801.
J7P offer. 753-5074.
central heat and air, washer and
1
WILL DO baby sitting, days in COUPLE WITH
small child
1TP EXPERIENCED PAINTER,
dryer. One owner. Phone 753-2985
wants to rent two bedroom house.
my
home.
Phone
753-8407.
J6C
fully equipped. Interior and
or 753-7842 after 4:30 p.m.
J6C 1969 MODEL 14' Crosby fishing
Reasonable. Phone 753-5058. J8C
boat and Moody trailer. $450.00. FOR SALE Grocery on one acre ,exterior. Free estimates. Phone
CUSTOM
HAY
baling.
Phone
753J7C
489-2287
.
J7C- lot. Reasonable if sold at once. 3
13 CUBIC FOOT refrigerator- Phone 474-2309.
8090.
Junel7NC WANT TO RENT pasture land
freezer, three room size
miles South of Murray on Highand stables for horses. Phone 753DOWN
paths
BEATEN
g-ti way 641. Phone 753-7663•
carpet
other assorted rugs. Stereo-radio.MI0 BULLDOZER WORK trucking
7991 after 4:30 p.m.
TFNC
For complete ENGINE
TV combination, dinette set and when Blue Lustre arrives. Rent
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
mowers
of
lawn
REPAIR
china cabinet, dining room set, electric shampooer $1. Big K,
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569,
and tillers, Old Time
J10C GARAGE-YARD Sale, we're 354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00
roll away bed, space heater and 13elaire Shopping Center.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Blacksmith Shop Complete
other miscellaneous items.
moving! 24 years accumulation pin
__
SERVICE.
BELTONE
FACTORY
SHARPENING
fresh
Phone 436-2199.
J6C
of junk, antiques, furniture and
1969 BUICK RIVIERA, full
hearing aid batteries for all make curios, Friday and Saturday, 9:00 PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding.
WELDING AND=REPAIR
power, air, bucket seats. Phone
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J7C a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at 1206 Olive Prompt expert service. 15 years
SERVICE, also New and
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
753-8136.
J6P
Used Equipment.
Street, June 9 and 10. Ruby experience. Rebuilt pianos for
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
Foot
Try
feet?
ACHING
TIRED
sale.
Ben
W.
Dyer,
Murray,
Simpson
and
Clara
Eagle.
J8P
America's finest. Rent electric
KNIGHT'S SHOP
PRICED SOMEWHAT above
Kentucky,phone 753shampooer $1. Begley Drug Levelers. Phone 753-6642. June7C
TURN LEFT AT LAKE
market, but not the usual market
8911.
June21C
Store, Central Shopping CenSTOP GROCERY ON
car. If you're one who wants the
JERSEY
Restaurant
HEIFERS,
fresh
in
XB
&
SS
ter.
J10C r_:NNIS
HWY. 94
most quality and transportation
ALLSTATE INSURANCE I will not be responsible for any
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00 August-September. $300.00 each. DOZER SERVICES, 13-6 Cat.
AND FIRST ROAD ON
for your dollar rather than latest'
Company. See John Simpkins at debts other than my own after
Jf/C Phone 753-911187.
J7C
1967 THREE BEDROOM Melody per case (100 books). Sold in case Phone 753-3665.
LEFT-LOOK FOR SIGN
model,you should appreciate this
Murray Sears Store on Wed- this date, June 6, 1972.
Mobile home, 12'x64'. Includes lots only. Ledger de Times Office
PHONE 753-4035
excellent local automobile. 1630
nesdays or phone Mayfield, 247Signed
two air conditioners and dish- Supply,103 North 4th Street.
Farmer,753-3202.
J8C 7281
TEN( 12'xf,0' MOBILE HOME, wall to
J6C
Larry E. Scott
washer. Extra nice. Phone 753wall shag carpet, solid oak furEXPERIENCED
BABYJ8P
Fort Knox,Ky.
8575.
J10C
1957 CHEVROLET four door
niture. Lived in approximately
SITTING
in
my
home.
References furnished. Phone 753- sedan, 6 cylinder straight shift, S.MALL WORLD ELECTRONISSi
years. $7,500 trailer, will take
TWIN NEEDLES zig zag-I971
4897.
$5,400.
Phone
J8C good condition. 6100.00. Phone
753-8689.
Montgomery Ward
317 N. 4th 704011,
J12C
model all features built-in to Numbered & Lettered
753-7186 after 6:30 p.m.
J8P V
RADIO, TELEVISION,
* Large & Small jobs :
1203 Chestnut
buttonhole, sew on buttons,
Your team emblems
i
CAR RADIO
Sale, Wednesday only
designs, with 1 or 2 needles, only
* All Work Guaranteed , WILL DO Hay baling in Almo and 1963 VOLKSWAGEN, $295.00. I STEREO,
created & silk screened
SALES &SERViCE
10 percent off all Returned
HORSES: ONE saddle mare, * Free
$41.75 cash, terms available. Call
for ball suits, wind
Faxon vicinity. Phone ,753-9984 body is in good condition and (_Repair on midi Appliances
Estimate
Goods
sorrel in color, Quarter horse
41•111.
753-5421. Electro Hygiene.
J7C
breakers, sweaters,
Open fill 7 00 P M
TFC
before 3:00 p.m.
runs good. Phone 489-2651.
J8P
type buckskin mare. Own a good
etc.,
E1ECTROLUX SALES & Serhorse, both broken and gentle.
KIRBY SWEEPER has good
e7M
-7a2yofield
Pho2n4
i
NOW OPEN Sue's Beauty Salon, 1968 VOLKSWAGEN Sedan, new vices, Bair.,213, Murray, Ky.. C.M. FOR YOUR auction sale needs
Phone Jerry Watson, 492suction, cleaning tools and floor
Highway
94. tires, dean. Phone 753-2486. J8P Sanders, 'phone 382-2468, Far- contact Otto Chester's Auction ,
two %miles East on
0399
buffer, $36,85 cash, terms
Sue Blackford operator. For
Ph. 753-8692 Story Ave.
mington, Kentucky.
TFC Service 435-4042, Lynn Giove. ",jtv
INTERIOR EXTERIOR pain- appointment phone 753-8268. .18C
available. Call 753-5421. Electro
at 12th St.
pays to sell the Chester
1969 VOLKSWAGEN, excellent
ting; any size job. All work
Hygiene.
(behind J de S Oil)
J7C
JUne28P
Wa
BRAND NEW power mower,22" guaranteed. Use first quality
condition.
tires.
Phone
New
753baby-sitting in my
cut. Can be seen at 755 Riley paint. Free estimate. Call Steve WILL DO
1387.
J6C
home, weekdays, 8:00 a.m. to
com- ARMSTRONG TRUCK tires at Court. E.G. McReynolds.
In A Hurry?
WASHER-DRYER
.111P Todd,7518495.
TFC 5:00 p.m. Children over 3 years
Don't Get Nervous!
Rated
prices.
bination, works good. Come see, wholesale
BUICK,
1967
factory
GS
mags,
J6P
OF ALL KINDS!
Come to the Triangle For
make offer. Phone 753-3459. J6C premium by Bennett Garfield LIKE NEW Harvester dining F'Dit ALL your home additions, .eferred. Phone 753-6616.
power steering and brakes.
Fast Service. Here or Go.
publication. Good OR all wheel room table and four chairs. May -alterations, remodeling, ete.,
.Tar'
Phone 753-9488.
built
Renewed or
WEIMARANER PUPPIES. positions: 825x20-10 ply, $46.27+ be seen at Crass Furniture Free Estimates. Phone 753TRIANGLE INN
J9C $6.17 tax. 900x20-10 ply, $56.32 + Company. For further in- 6123.
Phone 753-7664.
TFC
AUTOS FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
from
$7.30 tax. 1000x20-12 ply, $67.91 + formation contact Dorothy
23'SAIL BOAT rigged for racing. $9.22 tax. 1000x22-12 ply,$72.17 + Perry, Murray Tailor Shop. 753scratch.
719 square feet dacron sails. $10.22 tax. Roby Sales, Highway, 6510.
Our idea was so well
J8P
-- FOR SALE
J7CI
68, Benton,Kentucky.
Trailer included. Phone 753received that we will
3372.
J12C
SHOP SALE; many items too
continue our
FREE CAR WASH
ANTIQUE PARKER Bros. 10 numerous to mention,Hwy. 121
during June with each
ARMSTRONt TIRES, super gauge double barrel shotgun, East to J. T. Todd Used Car.
fillup.
HPG wide tread 2 ply nylart 2 ply pattented_ia 1878. $180.00. Phone place. Turn left on blacktop road,
We
fiberglap tubeless dual white 435-5533after 6:00n.m.
accept:
Full power, locally owned car. 32,000 actual
Bank
J7C turn left at 2nd gravel road, 1st
Story Ave, at 12th
-Warl-F78x14418.004-$2.52F.K.
Americard,
place on left. Phone 753-4858. ITC
American
miles.
'4,200"
.l&S
Behind
Express, Master Charge,
tax. 071x14-$19.00+$2.93 F.& AKC REGISTERED Irilh Safety-753-8692
and Standard Oil credit
tax. Fully guaranteed against puppies, six weeks old. Wormed, WHITE KITCHEN sink, double
Opens 7 a.m.
-See At
tards.
defects and road hazards. Roby pedigree papers available. Phone drain board. Good condition
__rta
i
l c tgahliray -SC -Benton,:1534832 days
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
75.1-7484. after With or without nearly new mixer
12th & Poplar Street
Chestnut Street or Phone 753-5598
installation Phone 753-7850
_ „...
37C-Taucet 18301.aitiiiisr,"7332328r3BC
•

BUSH HOGGING

MEETING PLANNED
Friday, June 9
at 7:00 p.m.
To Form

MIXED COUPLES
SUMMER tEAGUE

All Interested Bowlers Please Attend!

CORVETTE LANES

1GSoftball Jerseys

04. 29
OXR
arnival
heatre 29
Creature
a.
News
Bedroom
re
0 After
ght

TUESDAY--JUNE 6, 1972

BLACKTOP
PAVING
& SEALING

t

Edward Trail

rat1k Specialties

SIGNS

STARKS
HARDWARE

'70 CADILLAC Sed. DeVille

GRAFIK
Advertising

Carroll Volkswagen

ASTRO CAR WASH

IL

•

Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE,Ky.( AP)-Two Jefferson County policemen in a
helicopter were searching for an escaped mental patient recently
when they spied a man lying in an open field.
Maneuvering for a closer look, county officers Jimmie Scott
and Donald Bensing saw that the man was propped up on his
elbows, seemingly in a trance. They landed the chopper and
questioned him.
The two became convinced the man was "half looped on
something, and a look around turned up about three dozen
marijuana plants growing in various plots in the field, as well as
another harvester "asleep" among his crops. Both were arrested
on charges of possession of marijuana, and the plants were taken
to the department's narcotics section.
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP i-Deciding not to appeal a circuit
court decision saying a public hearing is required on an application for a new branch bank, state Banking Commissioner
Lenvil R. Hall has scheduled a hearing for June 14, on the application of the Peoples Bank of Bagdad to establish a branch at
Shelbyville.
Hall is also preparing a new regulation to set out the procedure
to be used by the Banking Department in handling applications
for new branch locations and new bank charters, which will
provide for notice to competing banks and a hearing if requested,
he said.
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Folk Song Festival
Now In 42nd Season

McGovern .. . Speculation Rising That John
Connally Will Run With Nixon

(Centhised frees Page 1)
night meeting with 22 Democratic governors in Houston as
-enormously beneficial." He
said he compromised none of
his stands on controversial issues but promised to oppose
"frivolous" challenges to delegates at the party's national
convention.
Humphrey, meanwhile, covering California from Oakland
to Los Angeles to San Diego,
assailed McGovern's decision to
go to New Mexico and Texas.
"I think he should be here in
California and not take these
voters for granted," the Minnesota senator said.

WASHINGTON ( AP ) - With
the Republican convention little
more than two months away,
President Nixon has stoked
speculation about his 1972 running mate by sending John
Connally around the world.
Indications from the White
House that Connally might also
be explaining to world leaders
the President's Peking and
Moscow trips add to the importance of the trip and to the outgoing Treasury secretary's
stature as bearer of such news.
This is the kind of mission
traditionally handled by a vice
president if not a secretary of
state. The Washington rumor
mills have Connally available
for either post if Nixon is reelected. Regardless, the trip
will give Connally public exposure in the foreign-policy arena. Among his stops will be
South Vietnam.
Nixon's announcement Monday that Connally will represent him on a 15-nation tour beginning today came a day after
another key Republican said it
is possible a Democrat, such as
Connally, could get the GOP
vice-presidential nomination.
House Republican leader Gerald R. Ford of Michigan said
Sunday in a radio interview
that he disagrees with Vice
Vresident Spiro T. Agnew's as-

sertion that a Democrat on the
GOP ticket in his place would
be inconceivable.
With the time of decision
drawing near, Nixon has never
said whether he will keep Agnew as his vice president, and
Connally has not definitely been
taken out of the picture.
White House Press Secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler said in Key
Biscayne, Fla., that Connally
will be ready to take up "any
subject which his hosts wish to
raise," including Nixon's trips
to China and the Soviet Union.
The complete itinerary has
not been announced. Connally's
first stops will be in Venezuela,
Colombia, Brazil, Argentina,
Bolivia and Peru. To follow will
be visits to South Vietnam,
Australia, Singapore and New
Zealand.
Connally said when he resigned last month that he had no
political aspirations, but, when
asked about the vice presidency, he ducked "that kind of
speculation at this point in
time."
Two days later, Agnew said it
would be "totally unrealistic to
expect the Republican convention to accept" Connally on
its national ticket.
The closest Nixon has come
to addressing the subject
directly was in a television interview last winter when he
said he saw no reason to break
up a winning combination.

George B. Scott III

Scott III
Awarded His
B.S. Degree

OLIVE HILL, Ky.-A blast
from an old, old foxhorn will
echo through these Kentucky
hills on June 10 to start the
singing at the 42nd annual
American Folk Song Festival.
Thousands are expected to
attend the two-day event in the
rustic amphitheater of Carter
Caves State Resort Park, a
vacation retreat in Kentucky's
rugged eastern mountains.
Staged in these highlands that
may be the last bastion of pure
folk music, the American Folk
Song Festival has for four
decades been the project in
Jean Thomas, the Traipsin'
Woman, who was its founder.
All the native ingredients are
always there-mountain folk
dressed in homespun, linseywoolsey and claico, musical
instruments which were old
when the first pioneers
breached Cumberland
Gap,
and authentie follcsongs and
Elizabethan ballads that came
to American in Colonial days.
A time machine that takes
visitors back three centuries,
this mountain musical event is a
unique experience, as the high
hills echo song, frolic and
lonesome tunes to the muted
strain of fiddle and dulcimer,
harp and flute.
_
The simple and haunting
melodies preserve a centuriesold folklore and the rich
Elizabethan heritage from
which it grew. The songs tell of
the solitary mountain life, the
sorrows of poverty, the love and

so'

In
Call

basic spirituality of the people.
Their instruments are as
native and authentic as the
songs-zithers, dulcimers,
gourd banjos, banjos, whittled
from white oak, and cornstalk
fiddles.
Since 1930, when she first
gathered the balladeers and
their quaint instruments from
the hills and hollows of isolated
Appalachia, Jean Thomas has
been the guiding light of this
annual conclave of musicians
and enthusiasts determined to
preserve folksinging as an
authentic American art form.
The Traipsin' Woman herself
is an legendary and colorful as
any folksinging hero. Born in
Ashland in 1881, she studied
business and stenography and
at 17 was hired as a
circuitstenographer by a
riding judge. She began her
travels to the far-flung
mountain county seats, and the
people soon doubbed her the
"Traipsin' Woman."
She left the mountains for
New York and Greenwhich
Village, where she worked for
13 years. Later she put in a stint
as a scrip girl for silent movies
in Hollywood.
Her beloved mountains and
their music were always a
powerful magnet, however, and
she returned in 1930 for a
lifetime campaign which has
included an appearance at the
Royal Albert Hall in London, a
network TV special with
folksinger Burl Ives, a "Today
Show- feature and nationwide
coverage on NBC-TV news.
Carter Caves State Resort
Park is on Ky-182 just off US-60,
about 35 miles west of Ashland.
Resort-style accommodations,
convenient camping areas and
a variety of recreation are
features of the park-but early
arrangements are advised.
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Referring to the inability of
the two camps to work out arrangements for a fourth televised debate, Humphrey said,
If he wants to take a powder,
that's all right. Buj I wanted to
talk to him about some things."
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( API-Officials of the National Association
He said his own polls show
for the Advancement of Colored People have asked for more his support coming up and reGeorge B. Scott, III, son of
participation by the association's board members in the "non- ceived a last-day boost when
Mr. and Mrs. G.B. Scott, Jr.
buying" campaign against local A & P Food Stores.
Los Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty,
was awarded a B.S. degree in
The boycott was started May 26 by the Louisville branch of one of the eight Democrats on
electrical engineering from the
NAACP
the
and
committee
labor-industry
the NAACP, its
the California ballot, urged his
University of Kentucky at
Ministerial Coalition, darning that A & P has failed to improve backers to vote for Humphrey.
special graduation exercises
equal employment opportunities.
Polls show Yorty with about 1
from the College of Engineering
per cent.
on Sunday, May 14.
of
members
thousand
than
a
)-More
AP
LOUISVILLE,
Ky.
•
Republicans are also holding
Scott and other members of
the Future Farmers of American are expected in the city' presidential primaries in the
degree
the class received
Tuesday through Thursday for the 43rd convention of the Ken- four states today. The only
certificates
from
Dean
James
FFA,
tucky
question is how many CaliforE. Funk of the U.K.
Kentucky Sen. Marlow Cook is one speaker on the convention nia Republicans will back conEngineering School in the
program, and Dennis Sargent, national FFA secretary is slated to servative Rep. John M. AshMemorial Hall. Following the
the
FFA
involvement
in
membership
and
increasing
about
talk
brook of Ohio, who is challenggraduation exercises the
program.
ing President Nixon in the Caligraduates and their guests
FFA members are vocational agriculture students planning
fornia GOP primary.
attended a reception in the
careers in farming.
In the presidential primaries,
library of the Engineering
Building.
CENTRAL CITY, Ky.(AP)-Residents of an adjacent house this is the situation:
CALIFORNIA - All 271 deleThe Murray man was named
were moved out while firemen worked to extinguish a fire, apto the Dean's List of the College
parently caused by lightning which blew the top of a 6,000 gallen gates will go to the top man in
the statewide Democratic presiof Engineering at the Univeroil storage tank about 15 miles south of here.
sity of Kentucky for an outFiremen used water to cool three other nearby tanks while the dential preference vote. Besides
Ky.-Feeder
LEXINGTON,
standing record achieved
blaze was extinguished Monday night with the help of a unit with McGovern and Humphrey, six
other candidates are on the bal- calves averaged $38.21 per
during the most recent
chemical equipment from Ft. Campbell.
lot and a write-in campaign hundredweight at the series of
semester.
He attended Murray State
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP)-The wife of former Kentucky could put Alabama Gov. spring roundup sales conducted
University two years and was a
Gov. Ruby Laffoon, Mrs. Mary Laffoon, died Monday at the George C. Wallace into third throughout the state this spring
by the .Kentucky Feeder Calf
place.
WASHINGTON ( API - The 1967 graduate of Murray High
Convalescent Center here at the age of 98.
Out-financed and out-organ- Association. The average price Postal Rate Commission has School. He was a member of the
Mrs. Laffoon served as a delegate at large to Democratic
national conventions from 1932 until the 1960 convention. Laf- ized in the nation's biggest was $5.47 more than a year ago, approved about $1.5 billion in National Honor Society, Hi-Y,
PADUCAH, Ky.( AP) - The
state, Humphrey based his according to Everette Mackey, increased mail rates, most of Quill & Scroll, Tiger Staff, and
foon, who was governor from 1931, to 1935, died in March, 1941.
operator of of a large bail-bondcampaign on sharp criticism of Extension economist at the • which have been in effect on a the basketball and football
ing company here has said a
McGovern's proposal for a $32 University of Kentucky College temporary basis since May squads.
recommendation for a probe of
billion defense spending cut, a of Agriculture.
1971.
statewide bail-bonding pracThe spring roundup consists
$1,000 "income supplement" for
The effect for most mail
tices is a "conspiracy to hareveryone to replace the welfare of eleven special graded feeder users will be to make perSALISBURY, Rhodesia ( AP)-A total of 468 coal miners are
rass and embarrass me."
calf sales conducted through the manent the 8-cent cost of mailsystem
n
and,
in
the
closing
a
history,
Rhodesia's
in
disaster
mining
feared dead in the worst
James Johnson also said he
cooperation
of
local
auction
rights
record.
days,
his
civil
ing
a
letter,
and
11
cents
for
spokesman for the Wankie Colliery said today.
believes
the call for the probe
markets,
the
Kentucky
Feeder
McGovern,
hitting
Humphrey
air-mail
letters
unless
the
PostA major underground explosion occurred this morning at the
The Veteran' Administration was originated by a group of
hard for supporting U. S. in- Calf Association, and the al Service Board of Governors
mine about 200 miles north of Bulawayo,the spokesman said.
Mrs. Guy ( Wilmouth) Henvolvement in Vietnam while Cooperative Extension Service. rejects the rate schedule, an has announced a 15 per cent Paducah persons "with political derson 'of
He said 435 Africans and 33 whites were underground in the
Benton Route Five
reduction in premium rates on and personal motivations."
The
Paris
sale
took
top
honors
vice
president,
spent
most
of
action
viewed
as
unlikely.
mine at the time, and there was no indication of any survivors.
died Monday at 6:30 p.m. at her
InLife
Group
Servicemen's
proposals
for
investigathis
spring
with
an
average
The
the campaign defending his
Nevertheless, the new rate
home. She was 56 years of age.
means tions came May 15 in the form
Proposals while pledging to 1 price of $40.06 per hundred- proposals drew immediate criti- surance I SGLI) which
STOCKHOLM(API-Premier Olof Palme of Sweden arraigned
The deceased is survived by
savings of $12 million annually of resolutions by the Greater
weight.
The
Winchester
sale,
create
full
employment
and
cism
from magazine publishers
the United States before the U.N. Conference on the Human
her husband, Guy Henderson of
servicemen.
for
Chamber
of
Comwhich
was
the
first
of
the
series,
Paducah
warning "the American people
and other mailers who use secEnvironment today for what its military forces have done to
Administrator of Veterans merce and the Paducah- Benton Route Five; three
will not stand for a rerun in had the second highest price ond-class rates on a broad
Vietnam.
Affairs Donald E. Johnson said McCracken County Develop- daughters, Mrs. Donald Henwith
an
average
of
$39.78
per
1972
of
the
choice
they
had
in
indiscriminate
scale.
"The immense destruction brought about by
nearly 2.9 million servicemen, ment Council. Johnson was not drickson of Milan, Tenn., Mrs.
hundredweight. Third was
1968."
The commission says it has
bombing, by large-scale use of bulldozers are herbicides is an
for $42.5 billion, named in the resolutions, but Jerry York of Benton Route
Besides McGovern, Humph- Lancaster, with a 08.94, substantially cut the temporary who are insured
outrage sometimes descrifid as-ecocide which requires urgent
Nine,and Mrs. Weldon Lofton of
will participate in the savings, the
average.
organizations
Mackey
said
price
tited
rey
and
Yorty,
the
ballot
lists
rates the partially-independent
international attention,- palme declared.
Benton Route Five; one son,
July
1.
effective
spreads
at
all
sales
generally
McCracken
Circuit
Court
cases
Postal Service proposed for the
He did not mention the United States by name, but since only Sens. Edmund S. Muskie and
Steve Henderson of Benton
Johnson noted the reduction, involving him.
Henry M. Jackson, New York ranged some $5.00 per hun- publishers and for users of the
the United States has been bombing and using bulldozers and
Route Five; two sisters, Mrs.
first since the SGLI
the
dredweight
on
both
sides
of
the
Johnson
earlier
declined
to
he
was
nation
Mayor
Lindsa_y,_
Rep.
apparent
which
John
V.
herbicides in Vietnam, it was
third-class mail.
established in -comment-on-the-- resolutions, Reba Turner of Hardin Route
was
program
average.
Shirley Chisholm and former
talking about.
• Within SO days the board of
Danville-Stanford took top governors is expected to act on 1965, became feasible because saying his business had been One and Mrs. Lucille Jackson of
Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy, who
Almo Route One; one brother,
continuing favorable mor- hurt by the publicity.
WASHINGTON ( AP)- More than 100 Kennedys, friends and threw his support to McGovern. honors for most dollars per the proposals which the com- of
Servicemen
experience.
tality
Robert
head,
as
1,714
graded
calves mission says will save publish"We're trying to run the clea- Vernon Baker of Hardin Route
NEW JERSEY - Rep. Chifollowers gathered on the granite terrace at the grave of
need not contact VA to take nest bail-bonding business pos- One; one grandchild, LaDonna
F. Kennedy today to remember him with prayers, flowers and sholm and former Gov. l'#•ry sold there for $209.26 per head:- ers $21.8 million annually over
reduced rates. sible and believe me are doing Hendrickson of Milan, tenn.
Sanford of North Carolina' are Springfield was second with an the temporary rates. They ex- advantage of the
songs on the fourth anniversary of his death.
serreduction,
Mrs. Henderson was a
the
Before
their
way
made
the only entrants in the presi- average price of $201.88 and pire in 30 days.
Many who came for the hour-long folk mass
_• vicemen paid one dollar a so," he said.
The Paducah groups had member of the Olive Baptist
through the early morning mist to the grave of President John F. dential preference contest. The Campbellsville was third with a
The commission replaces
each $5,000 of asked the governor, the Ken- Church where funeral services
Kennedy several hundred feet away.
real race is for 109 delegates, price of $192.29 The overall Congress as the rate-setting month for
the maximum tucky Department of Insurance, will be held Wednesday at three
Thus,
coverage.
seven being elected at large price per head increased by body under the 1970 Postal
coverage of $15,000 costs $3.00 the Paducah City Commission p.m. with Rev. C.J. Dexter and
SAIGON ( AP i-American fighter-bombers knocked out more and the rest divided among the $31.48 over last year.
Reorganization Act, an attempt
A total of 9,800 head of calves to put the service on its feet per month under the present and the McCracken Fiscal Rev. R.J. Burpoe officiating.
than 100 supply boats Monday in the most damaging attack on states' 21 counties.
Burial will be in the Maple
rate. Effective July 1, the new Court to look into bail bonding
fullresumption
of
the
since
North Vietnam's inland waterways
Humphrey, with support from were marketed in this year's and end recurring deficits.
Spring Cemetery with the
rate for the full $15,000 coverage practices.
scale bombing two months ago, the U. S. Command said today. organized labor and party regu- spring roundup. Mackey said
For second-class mail, the
$10,000, $1.70,
arrangements by
Filbeck
The biggest kill was claimed by Navy pilots from the carrier
lars, was rated the early favor- the sales were attended by commission recommended a will be $2.55, for
monthly.
$0.85,
$5,000,
and Cann Funeral Home,
for
and
craft.
water
damaging
69
destroying
or
Coral Sea, who reported
ite. McGovern, however, out-or- many out-of-stats buyers 1.6-cent-per-piece rate instead
Benton, where friends may call.'
All members of the Armed
The U. S. Command said more than 220 strikes were flown
ganized and far outspent him, representing grazing and of the 1.9-cent cost put into efare automatically inForces
across North Vietnam Monday.
cattlefeeding
areas
of
the
West.
and aides predicted the South
fect by the Postal Service tem- sured under SGLI, and
Dakota senator might capture He said some representatives of porarily last year.
i Continued from Page 1)
premiums are deducted from
up to two-thirds of the dele- the Kentucky Feeder Calf
In New York, Andrew Heis- their pay unless they decline in
Unofficial
figures indicate
Association
are
planning
a
trip
gates.
kell, chairman of the board of
be insured. The there are five blacks on the
NEW MEXICO - McGovern to the Texas- Oklahoma area to Time, Inc., which publishes writing to
MONTREAL( AP I-Pop composer Burt Bacharach, who was a was the only contender to pay a check on the progress of Ken- Time and Life magazines, said maximum amount was raised national delegation with five
dropout at McGill University, received an honorary doctor of campaign visit, and some poll- tucky cattle sold to that area in the new rates "will drive a from $10,000 to $15,000 in June votes this time compared with
1970.
3L2 actual Negro votes in 1968.
music degree from the school Monday.
ticans in the state said that last fall's sales.
number of magazines out of
Members on full duty have
Bacharach, 43, left McGill in 1948 after two years of study
Mackey said the eleven business, force others to cut
might give him the victory in
The previous black represenBOLTON, Mass. I AP)- The
for 120 days after
the state's first presidential pri- 'special spring sales are the circulation and therefore de- protection
tation
tallied exactly with the occasion was accented with all
coverage
group
The
separation.
i
Meader,
whose
"First
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API-Vaughn
result of cooperation and crease the flow of information
mary.
3.5 delegate votes that would be the traditional extras-a threecan be replaced, regardless of
Family" record album was a hit a decade ago, has quit his JefHuniphrey and Wallace were planning among farmers. The throughout the country."
needed to equal the population tiered wedding cake, inscribed
policies
health, by individual
ferson County government job and says he's returng to show considered McGovern's main spring sales sever farmers who
The temporary rates by law issued by 600 participating ratio.
matchbooks, gift-bearing guests
business.
rivals. The 18 convention votes have calves ready for sale expire 30 days after the Rate
This year, Negroes comprise and a little graffiti on the car.
commercial companies if ap•'People used me to throw stones at the county government," he
will be divided proportionately during the spring. Ten calves is Commission issues its findings.
10.6 per cent of the state deleBut David W. Durrant's celesaid, and I am hereby removing myself as their ammunition." between the two top finishers.
the average number brought in The governors of the Postal plication is made within 120 gation although their census
bration was far from traditionseparation.
days
of
Meader says he plans to get some music together and prepare a
by an individual farmer. The Service have four alternatives.
SOUTH
DAKOTA
proportion in the general popu- al --ask the 60 friends he invited
Rates for reservists, who are
routine for local night spots.
McGovern's slate is unopposed calves are graded and are sold They can approve the commislation
is only 7.8 per cent. .
to a "wedding in reverse" to
County Judge Todd Hollenbach hired the former impersonator for the state's 17 delegates.
in large groups of uniform sion's rates, reject them, modi- insured only during active duty
Thirty-four delegates have celebrate his divorce.
periods
and
training
of John F. Kennedy in March as an assistant to federal programs
grade, sex and weight.
said this will be their first role
fy them or permit them to go associated travel, will be
The wedol4ng cake was topped
director Leslie Barr at a annual salary of $7,500.
The history of special sales into effect under protest.
as such in a national con- with black k icing and a tiny
$1.50
$1.80
to
from
reduced
results
stiOws large pens bring
vention.
The commission's recommenplastic groom on top, but withHOUSTON,Tex.(AP)-Vice President Spiro T. Agnew and the
about $2.00 per hundredweight dations, if approved, are unlike- annually for $15,000 coverage.
Only about 20 indicated they out a bride.
governors of Virginia and Michigan met on the tennis court again
more than small pens, and ly to benefit the average mail
never have taken part in a
Monday. No casualties were reported.
Four guests arrived in a
small pens bring some $2.00 per userrv,except for postcards,
presidential race at any level.
In May, at the Republican Governors Conference in W White Service June 6, 1972
stripped
down antique car with
redweight more than which go from a 74'ent temIn general, the 10 delegates "Just Divorced"
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., Govs. Linwood Holton of Virginia and Kentlicky Purchase Area Hog
painted on the
si
gles,
according
to
Mackey.
favoring
Sen.
porary rate to 6 cents under the
George side.
William G. Milliken of Michigan met Agnew and his aide, C.D. Market Report includes 9
He said farmers interested in permanent schedule.
Northern Ireland pig smug- McGovern for president, tend
Warc,for a hot doubles game in which Milliken took a hard Agnew buying stations
On the back of the car, where
glers have been selling about to be younger than the 37 unReceipts: Act_ 812 Est. 750 organizing a graded and
return shot square in the ear.
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3,000
pigs
grouped
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calf
sales
a
week
in
should
the south, committed delegates loyal to
Agnew's third practice shot Monday narrowly missed a Secret Barrows and Gilts 25 lower
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